Connie Sikma
"Why do you homeschool?" Of all the
questions I knew I would have to field
when I embarked on this radical lifestyle,
this was the one I dreaded most. I did
not have strong negative feelings about
leaving the school system as some families do. As far as I could telt the school
system was not destroying my children
morally, emotionally or academically. On
the contrary, I had ambivalent feelings
about whether I could do as well as the
school system and I wondered if taking
them out would deprive them.
I was first introduced to the concept
of homeschooling about ten years ago by
a book called Home Grown Kids by Ray
and Dorothy Moore. It was a gold mine
of practical advice on training and teaching children. It convinced me I did not

need preschool. That was not so traumatic for me because I had not gone to
preschool and still learned to stand in
line, talk to other children, and I eventually learned to read. But homeschooling
for the upper grades? I only knew
people from fringe denominations that
had attempted it. We were prepared as
a family to do what it took to send our
kids to a proper private school like our
parents and grandparents had done,
even if it meant mom going off to work
and dad working two jobs.
Yet I was still intrigued with the concept and education in general, and continued to read and talk to people with
experience. Instead of asking
homeschoolers " Why?", I found myself
asking them: "What do you use?",
" How do you teach?", "How do you organize your day?" At the time I was also
taking education courses at Calvin College. Ironically, I was seeing that
homeschooling was a solution to many
of the problems teachers of classrooms
face: learning problems, classroom dis-

grassroots movement and are trying to
cash in. Churches and private schools are
providing
opportunities
for
homeschoolers to take classes such as
languages and science once a week.
There are so many problems we don't
have to face in order to support a private education. Socially, most of my
children's peers are homeschooled. Support groups are everywhere and so are
homeschool activities. I'll admit it is a
lot of work, but if I were not
hom eschooling m y own children, I
would be out on the job teaching someone else's children so I could pay for
mine to be schooled. On a personal level,
our family is not being fragmented to
pieces to keep up with the expense and
social demands formal schooling puts
upon it. Above all, the survival of the
family is the foundation of the survival
of a society. The Lord has provided us
with the opportunity to strengthen our
family and to grow spiritually. I am not
saying everyone should homeschool. I
can say with confidence that this works
for us and I have no regrets. Now when
people ask "Why?", I a nswer, " Why
not?"

cipline, poor textbooks, bureaucracy and
teacher/pupil ratio. By this time more
and more people from Reformed circles
were beginning to homeschool for a variety of reasons.
I think financial pressure is one of the
driving forces. I have to say in our defense, that homeschool parents as a rule
are not those who live in new expensive
homes and drive luxurious cars. These
are people who have to decide between
mom going to work outside the home
or not, just to make the house payment
and pay the heat bill. Others leave the
traditional school setting because, quite
frankly, they are frustrated by what is
being taught or not being taught in the
classroom. Others homeschool because
they are intrigued with the idea of educating their own children and their children are all for it. Others leave the traditional school because they do not like the
peer sub-culture. I realize that • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
this is just the reason why
"Basically, there was not anything
some people think we should
send our children to school to be lost and much to be gained
to allow children to socialize
by homeschooling:'
with their peers. But in fact,
this very socialization has become a problem for the
homes, schools, churches and society in
general.
As for my family, I would say that all
of the above played at least some part in
our final decision to homeschool. But
ultimately, the decision was not made in
a negative or reactionary context. Rather,
the Lord led us to this decision in a very
positive manner. Basically, there was not
anything to be lost and much to be
gained by homeschooling. The curriculums available for horneschoolers are so
numerous, it becomes mind-boggling
sometimes. Now, even manufacturers
are starting to take advantage of this
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Few choices will have as lasting an
impact on one's child than the school
which he/she attends. For thirteen years,
school dominates the child's life: shaping his/her thinking, molding his/ her
character, and to a certain extent, determining his/her destiny. Today's parents
have three options: public schools, private schools and home school.
The purpose of this discourse is: to examine the history of homeschooling, the
rationales presented for it, the reality and
results of it, the legal challenges to it, the
resources for it, and the prospects for its
future.

HISTORY
Homeschooling is as old as human
civilization. Obviously, Adam and Eve
were the only teachers their children
ever knew, and in subsequent cultures
and time periods, this continued to be
true for many years. From the beginning
the training of children was viewed to
be a religious responsibility and an economic necessity. Failure to train children
was viewed as an offense, and an Wlskilled child was shunned.
In Old Testament Israel, God gave
command to parents to instruct their
children, the purpose being to read and
understand God's Word. The literacy
rate in Israel was high, but they also communicated via their oral traditions and
with numerous feasts and ceremonies.
During captivity, the Israelites continued their tradition through synagogue
schools and established them also when
they returned to their own land. Attendance was not compulsory. Ten or more
families maintained a synagogue school,
and the authority of the teacher or rabbi
came from the parents.
In the New Testament era, the education of Christian children was in the

child of poverty, enslaved in the mines
and the factories, whose parents could
not or would not provide education for
him, was the real target of compulsory
school attendance." 2
"Contentious dissatisfaction with public schools in the 1960s started off an actual, albeit loosely organized movement."3 Micki and David Colfax, both
teachers, and disenchanted with what
they fOWld in their new home in northern California, decided to quit teaching
other kids and start teaching their own,
relying on their goats to provide a modest income. "The Colfaxes registered
their tiny and exclusive academy as a
private school and, in accordance with
California law, assembled a file of
teacher resumes, course outlines and attendance records. " 4 Years later, when
three sons were accepted into Harvard
(one of them adopted), the issue of
homeschooling became a hot topic in this
country.

home, and for the next three hundred
years Christians practiced "homeschool"
and "home church."
With the conversion of Emperor
Constantine in 312 AD and the subsequent legalizing of Christianity, education became a political tool of the Roman
Catholic church with the result that the
common man was robbed of literacy .
With the Protestant Refonnation came
a renewed interest in the literacy and RATIONALES
education of the masses. It was correctly
Dean Merrill, in his article entitled
thought that the ability to read and the "Schooling at Mother's Knee: Can It
availability of the Bible in a reader's na- Compete?", printed in Christianity Today
tive tongue would be the surest path to (Sept. 2, 1983), says the " push factors"
the renewal of true Christianity. Luther are: 1) discontent with the public schools
established public schools in every town for an assortment of reasons (relativistic
and made attendance compulsory. But teachers, ungodly peers, falling achievefathers continued to teach skills to chil- ment scores, less diScipline), 2) enthusidren, the favored classes educated their astic testimonials from many who are
children in academic and eco- • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
nomic skills; the nobility em"Homeschooling is as old
ployed tutors and occasionally would invite a peasant
as human civilization,"
child to join them.
In America, freedom of re- : '-~
ligion gave parents the rightto tl
own children and choose their own curriculum and method of instruction. Five
United States presidents were educated
at home: john Quincy Adams, Andrew
jackson, Abraham Lincoln, Woodrow
Wilson and Franklin Delano Roosevelt.
Other " greats" who were homeschooled
include: Philipp Melancthon, William
Penn, Thomas Edison, Konrad
Adenauer, George Patton, Agatha
Christie, Douglas MacArthur and Pearl
Buck. 1
"The swelling urban population, with
its 'street urchins' and its organized
youth gangs, needed government intervention. The child of the immigrant with
his foreign culture, needed to be melted
into Protestant American culture. The
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trying it and claim it's superior, 3) a
growing number of curriculum publishers providing materials for home use, 4)
scholarly endorsement from secular as
well as Christian quarters, and the 5)
knowledge that if you get taken to court,
you'll probably win.
Patricia Lines, in an article entitled,
HAn Overview of Home Instruction"
(PI-U DELTA KAPPAN, March 1987, p.
510), says: "Some parents object to the
political or cultural values they find in
public and private schools. Others do not
like the instructional methods. Many
agree with the late john Holt that children learn best in an unstructured environment in which the child sets the pace
and direction. Many parents wish to
spend extended time with their young

chi ldren before enrolling them in
school...Today however, the largest
growth in homeschooling appears to be
among devout Ouistian parents who are
unhappy with the secular nature of the
public schools and have not found a suitable religious schooL"6
Parents like Ruth Nobel said, "We'd
already chosen a Christian school over
the public ones because our basic beliefs
and philosophy differed drastically from
that taught in publ.ic schooL We believe,
for example, in the Biblical account of
creation, whereas evolution is taught as
fact in public schools with little or no
teaching of creationism allowed. Peter
and I have taught our family that God
and the Bible are final authority in all
matters. The public schools regard. man
and science as final authority ... And then
the standards of both teachers and students in the public schools are different
from those we want for our kids...Our
philosophy includes the belief that all
learning should enable us to become
better acquainted with God and serve
Him better. Therefore we chose a Christian school. Two years ago, however, we
began to have problems, even with their
program. There were doctrinal differences from our viewpoint and we found
the discipline lax in the junior high. We
wanted a change fo r our children, but
didn't quite know where to go ...
Then...my brother-in-law saw an ad in a
magazine. The ad offered a homestudy
program for children, using textbooks
based on the Bible and the philosophy
that God is, that He loves and guides, and
is sovereign over every part of our lives.
We investigated it further. We liked what
we found."7

REALITYAND
RESULTS
"A subversive activity until a very few
years ago, home schooling is quickly
becoming a national movement with its
own gurus, publications, and support
networks,"Ssays Diane Divoky. To date,
the most extensive study in terms of national scope, the subjects covered, the
number of fami lies participating, and
early results on the effectiveness of
homeschooling has been done by Dr.
Brian Ray of the National Home Education Research Institute (NHER) commissioned by The Home School Legal Defense Association, Michael P. Farris,

president. It is the largest research study nificantly larger percentage of people are
of homeschooling ever done, and what moving their children into the home
follows are gleanings from this study.
education option than are leaving it. ParThe target population for the study ents reported that, in 2,434 cases out of
was all home education families who are 4,620 they intend to home educate their
members of the Home School Legal De- children up to the eleventh grade level
fense Association (HSLDA). Linear sys- (10.88).
tematic samp ling was used to select
2,163 families with the starting point on Curriculum
67.4 % of the parents indicated that
the list being randomly determined.
Data were collected on 1,516 families and they hand picked the curriculum. A satabout 4,600 children. The instrument used was a survey
U • •• a significantly larger percentquestionnaire with four principal parts: information reage of people are moving their
garding all parents and family (e.g., demographies,
children into the home education
teacher certification status of
option than are leaving it. U
parents); information regarding the home education legal
status of the family (e.g., contact with public school officials and with ellite school curriculum was used for
attorneys); information regarding the 5.1% of the children. A home education
students (e.g., demographi cs, yea rs program provided by a local private
homeschooled, achievement scores, cur- school was used for 1.3% of the students.
riculum used); opportunity· to volunteer Finally, parents reported they used a
for participation in a longitudinal study. complete curricular package (i.e., including language, social studies, mathematThe Average Homeschool
ics, science material for full year) for
Family
31.4%of the students. Percentages do not
The average educational level of the total 100% because several parents sefathers studied was about 3 years of col- lected multiple options.
lege, the mothers about 2 years of col- Standardized Achievement
lege. The average family was father,
mother and 3.2 children or 5.2 total, 64 % Tests
The California Achievemen t Test, Iowa
larger than the average United States
family which was 3.17 in 1988. Only 1.6% Test of Basic Skills, and Stanford Achieveof homeschooled families were headed ment Test accounted for 80% of all the
by single parents and all of these were tests taken, and of the 3,034 students
who were a t least 5 years o ld, 1,471
mothers.
The expenditure per student per year (48.5 %) took a standardized achievein homeschooling was $488 compared to ment test during the 12 months prior to
$3,987 per student cost in the public the study.
Copies of the test results were attached
school in the 1988-89 school year. The
median income of homeschool families to the returned questionnaire for 66.1 %
was $35,000-$49,000; the median family of the students w ho took the tests. The
income in the United States in 1987 was achievement scores of these home-educated s tudents were quite high in all ar$30.850 in 1987 dollars.
The religious preferences of the fathers eas considered. Data were collected on
and mothers were clearly Christian with the following: reading, listening, lan93.8% of fathers and 96.4% of mothers guage, math, science, social studies, bad escribing themselves as "born again." sic battery (typically reading, language,
and math), and complete battery (all topHomeschool Students
ics included in the overall testing of the
Male and female s tudents were nearly student).
equal in number in the sample. The avThe home-educated students scored
erage age was 8.24 or about third grade on the average at or above the 80th perlevel. On average, the children had been centile in all six of the p receding categotaught at home for three years since age ries. The national average in conven5. A table in the study reveals that a sig- tiona l schools is the 50th percentile.
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Consistent with data in several other submitted any type of paperwork to
studies and reports, these findings show state or local school authorities to notify
that the achievement scores are high in them of their homeschool. The achieveall grade levels (K-12) and in all subject ment levels of students according to the
areas. It could be argued that these stu- home ed ucation legal status of their
dents would have done well in any edu- families represented no significant corcational setting, considering the family relation.
backgrounds and motivational levels of
parents from which they come. On the Regulation in the States
There are va rying degrees of sta te
other hand, a logical argument could be
made that the home education environ- regulation of homeschooling. Iowa and
ment naturally causes higher achieve- Michigan are the most restrictive, and
ment because of factors such as low stu- California and Texas are the least restricdent-to-teacher ratio, flexibility that is tive. New York, North Dakota, Ohio,
possible in a small, private setting. close Pennsylvania and South Carolina are
contact between parent and child, and restrictive to a high degree. Students in
the enhanced opportunity to individu- all three regulation groups scored on the
alize curriculum and methodology to average at or above the 76th percentile
meet the gifts and limitations of a par- in the three areas examined: total reading, total math, and total language. These
ticular child.
•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • findings in conjunction with
others described in this sec"This ruling protects families that tion, do not support the idea
that sta te regulation and comare homeschooling for religious
pliance on the part of home
educa tion families assure
reasons ... II
successful student achievement.

Number of Homeschooled
Children

Income Level of Parents
While total reading and total language

It appears that there are 630,418 chil- scores did not differ according to the indren living in homeschooling families come level of the home education fam-

ily; total math scores showed some variance. Students in families with incomes
of $50,000 and above scored better in
math than students in families with incomes under $10,000; those in families
with incom es from $50,000 - $74,999
scored better in math than those in families with incomes in the $10,000-$14,999
bracket. Nevertheless, students from all
income groups scored at o r above the
percentile on national norms in
Policy-making Conclusions 60th
math . These findings do not support the
Several relationships between the idea that home education students in
home-educated students' achievement low income families are at risk of no t
scores and variables relevant to policy- doing well in terms of achievement.
making were discovered in the study.
First, the parental education level ex- Homeschool Students after
plains or predicts at most, less than 4 % High School Graduation
Information about adults who had
of the variance in anyone of the achievement score areas. Such correlations are been home educated was gathered for
considered slight or negligible. Second, only 99 subjects. This analysis did not
only 6% of the fathers and 13.9% of the report how long these individuals had
mothers surveyed had ever been certi- been taught at home. Half (50.5%) of
fied teachers. The relationship between them attended either a junior college or
student achievement and the teacher four yea r college a fter hi gh school
certification status of the parents was sig- "graduation." Another 12.1 % engaged in
nificant in its absence. The findings of full-time employment, while the remainthis study do not support the idea that der pursued other activities.9
parents need to be trained as certified
teachers to assure successful academic
achievement for their children.
In 1986 John and Sandra Bermett were
Third, only seven hundred sixty two convicted in Michigan for "failing to
(51.1 %) of 1,468 families surveyed have
and 474,165 children of school-age, but
these numbers are only estimates. It may
be possible that HSLDA's membership
is no t representative of the total population of homeschoolers since some of the
correspondence programs have group
discount programs with HSLDA. If their
sa mple is s kewed, the numbe r of
homeschooled students may actually be
somewhat larger than this estimate.

LEGAL CHALLENGES
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send their four children to school as required by the compulsory attendance
provisions of the School Cod e." The
Bermetts had withdrawn their children
fro m the public schools and were teaching them at home using a home-based
edu ca tion pro g ram spons ored by
Clonara. The parents' action was based
on dissatisfaction with the public school
system, not any religious belief."lO
On May 25, 1993 the Michigan Supreme Court " vacated the criminal conviction of the Bennett family because the
gove rnme nt did not first ta ke the
Bennetts through a lengthy administrative process outlined by state law before
dragging them into criminal court." 11
David Kallman, the Michigan attorney
who has helped HSLDA with this case,
said that this ruling means" that no
home school family can be immediately
taken to criminal court, but must first go
through the administrative proceeding.
This w ill make it very difficult for the
government to prosecute homeschoolers
in Michigan."12
In 1984 Mark and Chris De Ionge of
Michigan began teaching their children
a t home because they wished to provide
them with a "Christ-centered education." They were convicted, fined $200
each, and sentenced to two years probation for instructing their children witho ut state certified teachers. On May 25,
1993 the Michigan Supreme Court voted
4-3 to exempt families who homeschool
due to their religious beliefs, from the
state requirement that students be taught
by a state certified teacher. The court
ruled in People v. De lange that the Michigan school officials failed to show that
the teacher certification requirement was
the least restrictive means of discharging the state's interest in seeing that children are educated. This ruling protects
families that are homeschooling for religious reasons because the First Amendment says that the government can interfere with religious freedom only if the
government has a compelling interest
that is implemented by the least restrictive means.
On February 24, 1994 a vote was
scheduled in the H ouse of Representatives, Washington DC on H.R. 6, a $12.4
billion education bill known as the Improving America's School Act. Ten days
before the scheduled vote, Rep. Dick
Armey (R - Tex) notified Home School
Legal Defense Association president,
Michael P. Farris that Rep. George Miller
(D - CA) had inserted a late amendment
that could endanger homeschooling.
"The provision would have required by
late July 1998, full-time teachers to be

state certified in each subject taught.

special assistance to families with learn- mentscores by the estimatedSOO,OQO stu-

States failing to comply would lose all ing disabled children. The materials try dents are dramatically higher than the
federal education funds." 12
The amendment did not distinguish
public and private schools, so Armey as
a member of the House Education and
Labor Committee, sought an exemption
for children taught at home and in
nonpublic schools. AllIS Republicans on
the panel agreed with Armey, but the 27member Democratic majority unanimously refused.
Then the Virginiabased HSLDA went
to work, contacting 150 state and regional homeschool organizations. Via a
phonetree network, an estimated
900,000 homeschooling parents were
asked to call congreSSional representatives and urge a "no" vote against the
bill and a "yes" vote for Armey's amendment. Christian radio talk shows were
also instrumental. The response was
phenomenal, and on a roll call vote for
the record, the House voted 4241, w ith
Miller standing alone, to repeal the Miller
amendment. Then representatives approved Armey's provision which says,
"Nothing contained in this act shall be
construed to affect homeschools," by a
37453 tallyY

RESOURCES

to encourage discussion, creativity and
independent thought. The program's
newsletter, Family Report, has legal updates and teaching tips.
Independent Study High School operating out of the University of Nebraska
in Lincoln, offers correspondence
courses for grades 9 through 12.
Learning at Home, based in Honaunau,
Hawaii, has teaching guides for grades
1 through 6 in language arts, math, social studies and science.
The Big Book ofHome Learning by Mary
Pride is a thorough source of general information about curriculum materials,
tests, correspondence schoo ls, state
homeschool organizations, newsletters
and other support for homeschoolers.
Growing- Without Schooling (Holt Associates, Boston, Mass.) is a bimonthly
newsletter founded by the late John Holt,
an educator who believed that children
learn best in an unstructured setting
where they can work at their own pace,
choose their own books and judge their
own work.
The Complete Home Educator by Mario
Pagnoni (Larson Publications, Burdett,
N .Y.) offers sensible advice from an experienced public school teacher who
taught his kids at home. It includes useful tips for teaching the three R's and an
extensive discussion of computers, focusing on word processing. 14

national average, the homeschools are
only loosely regulated by the states, income levels of parents do not measurably affect the achievement of students,
and legal challenges have favored
homeschoolers.
Resources
for
homeschoolers are adequate and multiplying. The future for homeschooling
looks favorable.
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FUTURE

varied, but religious reasons, especially Christianity,
are dominant,"
gram for all grades from kindergarten
through high school. They also provide
a guidance service and legal help if
needed, a newsletter, report cards, transcripts and achievement tests.
HewittMoore Child Development
Center based in Washougal, WA has a
Christianoriented curriculum for preschool through grade 12 and provides

pOint."15

15 Lines, Patricia, op. cit., p. 511.

SUMMARY

We have seen how
homeschooling has spanned
all the centuries of human existence. Rationales for
homeschooling are varied, but religious
reasons, especially Christianity, are
dominant. Early survey results demonstrate that most h omeschool parents
have some college training, homeschool
costs are relatively low, most children
being homeschooled are young, curriculum is hand picked and varied, achieve
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Laurie Vanden Heuvel, Coeditor of The
Outlook, has taught full or parttime in
Christian schools (CSI) for thirty years. She
is currently beginning her tenth year of
teaching at Hudsonville Christian School,
Hudsonville, M I. She is the mother offive
children and grandmother of ten children.
(Next month, Laurie Vanden Heuvel will
share the results oftwo interoiews done with
two fine homeschool moms, and a report on
avisit made to a homeschool networking session, followed by an analysis and conclusions
regarding the visits.)

There's a joke being told in Mexico that
if you're visiting Washington, D.C., don't
drink the water. The city government last
week warned residents that bacteria levels were so high that the elderly and
people with weakened inunune systems
fa ce a health hazard unless they first boil
the water.
The warning serves as a metaphor for
other kinds of poisons and hazards.
The National Education Association
(NEA) wound up its annual convention
in Washington recently. It endorsed Bill
Clinton for re-election (surprise!) and
said he was the best education president
we've had in years. The NEA also passed
its usual list of resolutions that have
nothing to do with education. One resolution Originally sought a month of recognition in the government schools for
gays, lesbians and bisexuals. But the
NEA settled for an appreciation of "diverSity" and teaching about the" contributions" such individuals have made to
the country.
Why doesn't a federal court do to the
NEA monopoly on government education what one did to the phone company·-<>p,m things up for competition?
has succeeded in promoting
its own narrow agenda while working
against the interests of most children and
their parents, who find themselves
trapped in a system from which there is
no escape unless they have the resources
to provide private education (something
the NEA takes a dim view of and seeks
to subvert) or home schooL
The overall record of the monopolistic government school system is pathetic.
According to a 1994 report by the National Assessment of Educational
Progress (NAEP), the percentage of students who failed to attain basic levels in
US history was as follows: 36 percent of

found to have minimal benefits-and
even those wear off after two years.
Then there are theSATs, the standardized tests used for more than three decades to measure intellectual achievement. From a high of 478 in 1963, to 423
in 1994, the trend in verbal scores has
been largely downward.
It wasn't scientific, but comedian Jay
Leno visited a Los Angeles area college
conunencement and interviewed graduating seniors, asking them simple questions related to their major. None could
Cal Thomas answer those queries, but every s tudent
answered a cultural question about rock
fourth graders, 39 percent of eighth grad- music or the o.J. Simpson trial In New
ers and 57 percent of 12th graders. Basic York City last week, the Daily News inskills denoted only partial mastery of the terviewed 40 people on the street about
knowledge and skills regarded as fun- the meaning of Fourth of July. Most
damental for proficient work at a given didn't know or answered incorrectly.
grade. In reading, the NAEP reported
President Clinton has done about as
deficiencies among 40 percent of fourth much for education as he did as govergraders,30 percent of eighth graders and nor of Arkansas, when his state ranked
25 percent of 12th. graders. Only 7 per- at or near the bottom in every important
cent, 3 percent and 4 percent respectively category. He remains in the pocket of the
ranked at the advanced level or higher NEA because government education is
in reading.
about mutual back-scratching between
It turns out that during the Clinton ad- Democrats and the education union.
ministration, which the NEA believes
The NEA knows that if education were
has done such a sterling job with educa- opened to competition and people could
tion, 66 percent of 17 year--01ds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
cannot read at a proficient N ••• government education is about
level. Reading scores at all age
mutual back-scratching
levels have fallen since 1992.
Education costs are at record
highs, but the return on owbetween Democrats and
education dollars is less, indithe education union."
cating that money is not the
solution.
According to a report in March 26 Los send their chi ldren wherever they
Angeles Times, a survey of California state wished and have their tax dollars follow,
campuses found that freshman female the level of its influence would decline
students had a 61.1 percent unprepared- and the quality of education would soar.
ness rate, compared to 44.6 percent for But that isn' t going to happen as long as
freshman males.
politicians, not parents, remain the final
According to a study for the Depart- authOrity on the intellectual equivalent
ment of Health and Human Services, the of a safe water supply.
Head Start program, valued by so many
Los Angeles Times Syndicate
liberal Democrats through the years, was
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This month and next month, Dr. Bogue focuses on Dr, G. C. Berkouwer's view of
Scripture, which is of course, the fatal flaw which produces error on many other
issues. It must be understood at the outset, that here again, we see an early Berkouwer and a later Berkouwer.
In 1938 Berkouwer produced a book (Het Probleem derSchriftkritiek) in which he
the critics of the Bible with "subjectivism" (making their awn reason and
I~;:'Jfsolheiba
ofjudgment), He was especially critical of those who questioned
I the
.
of the early chapters of Genesis, In his book, Berkouwer placed the
modern "subjective" treatment of Scripture in opposition to the orthodox view of
Scripture as the revelation ofGod.
Thirty years later, Berkouwer produced another book on Scripture (De Heilige
Schrift), Here Berkouwer demonstrates that he has moved far beyond his stance of
1938. He never repudiates his earlier position, but it is obvious from what he says in
the new book that his thought has substantively changed.
For example, when Berkouwer discusses"the certainty offai th," he does not ground
that certainty in an infallible, inerrant Scripture, but rather, on a subjective "embraceoffaith, " He rejects the idea that "the certainty offai th" is specifically linked to
the truth of the Scriptures, the Word ofGod (as in, "Jesus loves me, this I know, for
the Bible tells me so").

If Lindsell is correct in The Battle for the
Bible when he calls biblical inerrancy
" the most important theolOgical topic of
this age," with the battleground being
the evangelical corrununity, then the significance of Berkouwer must not be underestimated. His influence is considerable in the shift of the doctrine of Scripture manifesting itself among neoevangelicalism. Krabbendam sees Berkouwer as "the fountai nhead of a new
type of thinking" which "led him and
his followers to the denial of .. .inerrancy."I(),) Gordon Lewis, in a paper on
"The Human Authorship of Inspired
Scri pture," calls Berkouwer's view of
Scripture "both inadequate and unorthodOX."110 John Gerstner says Berkouwer's
view of Scripture" does more than ' damage reverence for Scripture.' " it "damages reverence for God." 111 H the battle
is for the Bible, then Berkouwer is a major combatant!
Concerning Be rkouwer's view of
Scripture I would make two qualifying
comments which could well apply to the
whole article. In the first place I will be
very selective. This is necessary simply
because of the amount of material. But I
am also being selective in dealing with
what appears to me to be problem areas. I will not spend time relating all the
good things Berkouwer has to say, but I
w ill purposely ch oose that material
which suggests deviation from the more
generally accepted Reformed doctrine of
verbal inerrancy. This is not a balanced
study, and is not intended to be, but I
believe it is justified.

Berkouwer rejects what he calls a "mechanical" view of the inspiration of the Bible
which asserts that, although God used human writers, these writers nonetheless spoke
the Word ofGod without error. Those who hold to this classic Refonned view . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
of the inerrancy of Scripture, Berkouwer would describe as fundamentalists .
Further, Berkouwer would characterize their position as a "religio-psychologi- "If the battle is for the Bible, then
cal" need for absolu Ie certain ties which the doctrine of inerrancy provides. In
Berkouwer would declare that it is impossible to assign certainty to any- Berkouwer is a major combatant!"
in the phenomenal (tangible, observable) world. In his view, certainty
can only exist in the noumenal realm (one's own subjective perception).
concerns the way Berkouwer writes.
Anothervery important tenet ofBerkouwer's view on Scripture is thai he maintains
When he treats the historical development of a doctrine along with the exthat the inspiration of the Scripture by the Spirit of God applies only to whnt the
egetidu and theological questions to be
Bible INTENDS to teach. Thus, the Gospel (Matthew, Mark, Luke, John) accounts
considered, there is usually great darity.
of Jesus are portraits ofJesus Christ, not actual historical reporting. One then can
But when it comes to a forthright statemellt
not insist on the accuracy of all the details contained in the written records. In this
of his own view on an (lrea of con troversy
way Berkouwer pits Biblical intellt against Biblical accuracy.
within the Refonned heritage, there is a studied lack offorthrightness. Here the issue of
It should come as no surprise then that Berkouwer has great hesitation concerning
biblical inerrancy is a prime example.
the historicity ofAdam. He also states that Paul did not render timeless propositions
While Berkouwer has been more candid
concerning womanhood or marriage. With such a view, wha t in the Bible, is really
in recent years, one still does not find
true? What is really binding?
blatant denials of inerrancy. It is there in
Next month, in our editorial introduction to Dr. Bogue's article (Part 2) on Berkourhetorical questions and implication. He
wer, we will draw some parallels between the thinking of this Dutch theologian and
is not interested in the "battle for the
Bible" as Lindse11 and others might forthe echo it has had in the Christian Refonned Church.
mulate it. Berkouwer does not wish to
The Editors
state boldly there are errors in the Bible,
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but under the assumption that there are errors, he wants us to see the authority and
certainty questions from a different perspective.
The hesitation of Berkouwer to be
drawn into a commitment to inerrancy
or errancy is illustrated by an incident
related by Lindsell in his recent book.
With reference to Berkouwer, he writes:
He was a contributor to the Current
Religious Thought ColUlIUl of Glnstianity Today for some years. When
readers raised the question about his
belief in biblical inerrancy, I wrote
to him for clarification. Despite extended correspond ence, I could get
no answer from him either affirming or denying inerrancy. When a
man refuses to reply to a direct question about his continued acceptance
of inerrancy, the only conclusion that
can be drawn is obvious.112
I believe it is increasingly obvious, and
for those who see this as a critical issue,
the time is past for giving his "no eommen t"
the benefit of the doubt.
In treating this subject I made a decision to use something of an historical
framework. I have mixed feelings about
this method, inasmuch as there will be
some duplication which might be confusing. Yet there is a general consensus
that Berkouwer had moved in his personal understanding, that there is an

400 pa ges long, Het Probleem der
Schriftkritiek was a positive statement of
the Reformed doctrine of Scripture in
relation to the d ebates raging at that
time. A central theme was the contrast
of the Reformed doctrine to the "subjectivism" of the increasingly popular bibtical criticism. According to Berkouwer,
" the modern Scripture examina tion
stands in sharp antithesis with that of
orthod oxy." and "if the Scripture is lost
the context of the Christian faith is
lost."m He apparently saw the deception of the modern critic of Scripture.
"The battle against petrification of orthodoxy," says Berkouwer, "was in reality
a letting go of Scripture revelation," and
the "self-sufficient autonomous subject"
dominates the "modern" reflection on
Scripture. 116
We should pay attention to the striking
contrast here to the later Berkouwer. In his
later work on Scripture, it is precisely this
battle against the petrification of orthodoxy which became his battle, but it is
now affirmed. that it does not involve a
" letting go of Scripture revelation." This
contrast is put in bold relief by
Berkouwer's more recent doubts about
the early chapters of Genesis. In the 1938
work, opposing those who questioned
the histOricity of these early chapters, his
position is quite orthodox. Modem theology distinguishes, he says, "between

The prevailing message of that early
work is clear. A modern "subjective" viewpoint is clearly set in opposition to the orthodox view ofScripture as revelation afGod.
There was resistance to all forms of subjectivism w hich denied the indissoluble
connection between the form and the
content. Van Ttl is basically correct, I believe, in seeing Berkouwer in this early
work as opposed to the neo-orthodox
view of Scripture, a view Van Til now
sees as Berkouwer's own.
It was almost thirty years later when
Berkouwer wrote an even larger work
on the doctrine of Holy Scripture. Entitled De Hei/ige Schrift, it appeared in
two volumes in 1966 and 1967, the next
to last in his Studies in Dogmatics. The
English translation appeared in a somewhat abridged one-volume edition in
1975. The translation is done by Jack
Rogers of Fuller Seminary, and it is from
this edition that I will be citing.
It would be a serious error to suppose
that this work represented anything
other than the combined development
ofllis thinking during those thirty years,
now put down in a somewhat systematic fashion. Berkouwer's view of Scripture was not unknown prior to this 1966
publication. Indeed, one could without
too much difficulty ascertain his doctrine
of Scripture from his other writing d uring that time, not the least of w hich
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sequentIy we must note this •
change in his doctrine of Scrip"He (Berkouwer) acknowledges 'that for a long time during
ture.1l3 Th ere is, of course,
much truth in the evaluation
church history, certainty offaith was specifically linked to the
that Berkouwer's position has
changed. We will begin and
end with reference to the con- trustworthiness of Holy Scripture as the Word of God,' but this
trast. Yet it is also true that the
traditional view is 'an incorrect conception of theology. '"
seeds of what he would consider his "mature" view were
present in those early years. interestingly, in his later publication he and the husk, between fact and the cloth- Roman Catholic Church and the "new
chose not to repudiate his early work on ing of that fac1."117 Such a form-content theology" emerging there. For the sake
Scripture but to see it as a different em- distinction is part and parcel of most of of space, however, I want to concentrate
Berkouwer's dogmatical studies and es- now specifica ll y on his work, Holy
phasis. 114
The historical, or chronological, expo- pecially his work on Scripture, but hear Scripture(De Heilige, Schriff).
The fa ct that Be rkouwer 's view on
sition of Berkouwer's doctrine of Scrip- what he said about it in 1938: "The natuture w ill begin with a book published ral question is wha t remains of the reli- Scripture was generally known prior to
almost six decades ago and continue gious significance when the historical this publication is not without signifithrough his work published at the close surroundings are conside red doubt- cance. I was living in the Netherlands at
of his active teaching in which he sur- ful." 1l8The crux of the matter is how one that time, and there was an air of expectveyed the past fifty years of theology as receives certainty in the "religious con- ancy as people wondered to what extent
he experienced it. I hope to conclude nection" if the" religious relation's indis- Berkouwer would repudia te his 1938
with some references to d isciples of Berk- soluble connection to the historical giv- book. It was my impression of both
ouwer which dramatically illustrate the ens is devalued."119 A few pages later he church and university circles that no one
bearing of his doctrine of Scripture on writes:" According to Scripture the char- rea lly doubted that Berkouwer had
acter of sin cannot be established apart moved cons ide rabl y from hi s ea rly
the current debate over inerrancy.
In 1938 Berkouwer's first of two ma- from the historic fact of the fall and the work. What made his new book newsjor works on Scripture appeared.. Almost surrounding trustworthy communica- wo rthy was to find out whether he
tions given to US."l 20
would ignore, repudiate, or reinterpret
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it. Those familiar with Berkouwer's style
will not be surprised that he did a lot of
ignoring, some reinterpretation, and a studied avoidance ofexplicit repudiation.
A common denominator in the modernist-fundamentalist debate in the early
part of this century and the "battle for
the Bible" today is the question ofcertainty
with regard toourfaith. Berkouwer begins
his book with a chapter on Holy Scripture and the certainty of faith. It is not a
faith certainty that is grounded in an infallible Scripture, but a recognition that
Scripture is the Word of God, a recognition which grows out of one's existing
faith certainty. It is "an incorrect conception of theology," according to Berkouwer, "which considers it possible to discuss Holy Scripture apart from a personal relationship of belief in it."121 He
acknowledges "that for a long time during church history certainty of faith was
specifically linked to the trustworthiness
of Holy Scripture as the Word of God," 122
but this traditional view is "an incorrect
conception of theology." The correct
view is a correlation between faith and
the object of faith, namely, God and His
Word. "Only God himself can give us
d efinite and indubitable certainty and
place us for time and eternity on an immovable foundation."'2l Berkouwer
does not tell us how God does this. He
says he does not mean "a miraculous
voice of God," and he strongly denies
charges of mysticism, s piritualism, or
subjectivism. Yet his correlation is
s trongly influenced by the existential
character of modern theology, what
Berkhof calls Berkouwer's third phase
of "the existential direction of Scripture"
with its kerygmatic-existential correlation. 124
Berkouwer sees a strong parallel with
the struggles within Roman Catholicism
over the certainty question and sympathizes with the approach of neo-orthodox type liberal Roman Catholics. The
final chapter of A Half Century of Theology is entitled "Concern for the Faith,"
and has this same certainty theme. Some
people feel betrayed and threatened, he
says. "For Protestants, it is tied to a fear
that the complete trustworthiness of
Scripture is somehow being subverted.
For Catholics, it is related to a loss of respect for the authority of the church as
the last word for questions of faith."'25
Both books by Berkouwer on the Second
Vatican Council and subsequent developments are illustrative of this. But one
page from A Half Century ofTheology will
dramatically illustrate how this parallel
between Rome and Protestantism functions.

Hans Kung, according to Berkouwer,
"called for a hard look at the actual history of papal statements in which error
was, as a matter of fact, mixed with truth.
He wanted complete honesty and integrity:'I26 We, of course, agree with Kung
that there is a great deal of error in papal statements. But remember, Berkouwer is drawing a parallel with the Protestant doctrine of Scripture. "The church
is, Kung insisted, indefectible. But this
does not require, as a conditio sine qua
non, that its teachings are infallible nor
that the church's path is marked by irrevocable statements."127Thechurch is "indefectible," but the particular teachings
are fallible. If you understand that concept from Kung, you will be prepared to
understand what men like Berkouwer
mean when they say Scripture is infallible but not inerrant!
Berkouwer continues to paraphrase
Kung with words very similar to the neoorthodox banner: follow the living Lord,
not a dead book. "We should rather think
in terms of being guided and sustained
by the Spirit as he leads us through the
valleys of pOSSible error.... Kung talked
in the same vein as Bavinck did and as
the Belgic Confession does: the church is
preserved by God as it walks amid enemies (Article XXVll)."I28 That is a remarkable statement. Kung's view of an
infallible church with fallible teaching is
likened to the Belgic Confession teaching
the church is preserved by God as it
walks amid enemies. Berkouwer here
equates enemies with errors, and in the
Scripture parallel to the Roman Catholic discussion, the infallible purpose of
Scripture is preserved by God as it dwells
amid error.
Getting back to the first chapter of
Berkouwer's Holy Scripture, we find another theme that wi.ll be frequently repeated-"the transition from a more
'mechanical' to a more'organic' view of
Scripture."l29 H e sees a continuity between the traditional view where"certainty of faith was specifically linked to
the trustworthiness of Holy Scripture"
and what he ca1l5 a mechanical view of
inspiration. By contrast, the rise of historical criticism focused attention on the
human aspect. This resulted in taking
seriously the human "organ" of revelation, and thus, almost self-evident according to Berkouwer, came the preference for an organic view of inspiration.
With this also came problems which
Berkouwer recognizes. "Students of
Scripture began to wonder. .. whether
Holy Scripture as God's Word was truly
beyond aU criticism," and questions
were raised concerning the meaning of
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" is" in the confession: Holy Scripture is
the Word of God. IJO
Again, Berkouwer's sympathy with
Roman Catholic parallels is interesting.
In a chapter on "Exegesis and Doctrinal
Authority" in his book on the Second
Vatican Council, he deals with the tension within the Roman Church growing
out of two encyclicals. The 1943 encyclical, Divino Afflante Spiritu, "carries a hint
of new directions" for biblical studies.
In it Pius XU introduced " the question
as to the nature" of scriptural authority,
granted an area of freedom and "emphasized the necessity of interpreting the
Bible according to its own intent and
purpose."131 Without denying inspiration, the door was nevertheless opened.
One of the results was a challenge of the
accuracy of the Genesis s tories while emphasizing their religious intent. One is
reminded of Barth's comment that the
literal existence of the serpent is not important, but what the serpent said! A
1950 encyclical, Humani Generis, was necessitated by the erosion of previously
proclaimed infallible doctrines regarding
the origin of human life. The expected
loss of fallible form was resulting in the
loss of "infallible" content as welL
This is a fascinating area of study, with
a wealth of material which we cannot go
into now. The Roman Church will probably never be the same because of it. But
it is important to us in understanding
Berkouwer, since he is not only sympathetic with the new and unorthodox
Roman exegetes, but sees Protestantism
faced with the same issue. Note carefully
the similarities described in this rather
lengthy quotation:
We must acknowledge that we are
not able to look on the tensions
within the Roman Catholic Church
on this point from a restful Reformed eminence, as though Reformation theology is untouched by
similar problems. One could maintain such an illusion only by supposing that exegesis is an individual and
not a Church concern and that exegesis is secured against error by the
motto, sola Scriptura. Actually, the
question of Scriptural authority is a
most pressing one within Reformed
churches. Ever since th ey abandoned a mechani cal view of
Scripture's inspiration and came to
terms with an "organic" view, they
have been faced, wittingly or not,
with problems parallel to
Catholicism's problem of the
Church's teaching authOrity and free
exegesiS of Scripture. Pius XII wrote
in his encyclical, Divino Afflante

Spiritu, of the writers of Scripture as
"organs" and " li ving, rationally
gifted instrumen ts" of the Spirit. He
emphasized the authority of Scripture, but his acknowledgment of the
human writers as "organs" opened
the question of how the organs tuncHoned in the service of revelation
and how their d ynamic function affects the character of Scripture's authority. Evangelical theology faces
the same question. The witness of
Scripture itself along with the "biblical studies of our time" faces evangelical churches with problems that
only a docetic view of Scripture can
ignore. 1l2
Berkouwer's commitment to a confes
siona! church gives him great empathy
with the liberal Roman Catholics who
want their heritage and changes too, and
the solution for both is sought not in or
thodoxy, buta " neo"orthodoxy.
I think it is clear that Berkouwer is not
satisfi ed with past formulations. There
is a move, he says, from mechanical to
an organic view of Scripture. And it is
important to understand something of
his criticism of the alleged enemy, me
chanical inspiration, as well as who the

would give confirmation of my assumption. My assumption is this: When Berkouwer speaks ofa mechanical view ofinspiration, or fundamentalism, or a formalized
doctrineofScripture, he is in the broad sweep
referring to those of us who hold to the clas·
sical Reformed doctrine ofbiblical ine"ancy.
I believe he mean s Warfield and Old
Princeton. On the contemporary scene,
I believe he means John Gerstner or J. I.
Packer or Cornelius Van Ttl or many others who hold to an inerrant Bible. I think
it is im portant to say this, since it is very
easy to read Berkouwer's criticisms with
approval, assuming he is attacking the
same abuses you would, while in real
ity he means your own position. It is to
some of these charges we now turn.
Part and parcel to the nonorganic,
mechanical view of inspiration was a
supposed overemphasis on the super
natural or divine aspect. According to
Berkouwer, the tendency in the church
was li to minimize the human aspect of
Scripture." In what borders on a false
dichotomy, he says, "The human ele
ment of Scripture does not receive the
attention it deserves if certainty of faith
can only be grounded in the divine tes
timony, for then it can no longer be main

are at stake, especially w hen its
members glad ly accept the name
"fundamentalist" to set them apart
from those who have fallen victim
to the influence of subjectivism. This,
however, terminates the discussion
a t the point where it actually should
begin. l36
Berkouwer claims the same "simple and
childlike acceptance of Scripture" as the
fundamentalist. The problem is that the
fun damentalist fails to see the complexity of the problem.
The fact that Berkouwer sees implicit
Docetismin the inerrancy of fundamentalism is illustrated in the following quotation:
I believe that I am judging no one
unfairly when I say that fundamentalism, in its eagerness to maintain
Holy Scripture's divinity, does not
fully realize the significance of Holy
Scripture as a propheticapostolic,
a nd co nsequ ently hum an, testimony. It is true that fundamentalists
do not deny the human element in
Scrip ture, but th ey a llow their
apologetics to be determined by the
fear that emphasis on the human
witness may threaten and over-
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Sh.a dow Scripture's divinity.l37
According to Berkouwer, the
•
real pOint at issue is not the
"Berkouwer's commitment to a confessional church gives him acceptance or rejection of the
voice of God, as the fWldamengreat empathy with the liberal Roman Catholics who want
talist insists. In w hat many
fundamentalists would see as
their heritage and changes too, and the solution for both is
grossly unfair, if not slanderous, he writes:
sought not in orthodoxy, but a 'neo' -orthodoxy."
They sugges t that ... an a
priori
acceptance
of
Scripture'S infallibility precludes all
view. Unhappily, Berkouwer does not form of human witness."l34 In this condangers. Thus, they manifest great
clearly iden tify the enemy. There are text th e word "Doceti sm " appears.
tolerance for all who maintain the
hints; there are indicators. Yet many Docetism was the heresy of stressing the
fundamentalist view of Holy Scripreaders w ill surely be asking themselves, divine nature of Christ to the neglect of
ture. They tend to relativize concrete
"Who is he referring to?" or "Is he im- the human nature. Berkouwer raises the
obedience
in understanding Scripquestion,
"whether
a
kind
of
Docetism
plying I am guilty of that?" The task of
ture. The result is that their apoloidentification is further complicated by possibly lay behind the socalled theory
getic, which is meant to safeguard
what Berkouwer himself acknowled ges, of mechanical inspiration," and assures
Scripture's divine aspect, threatens
namely, that "no one deliberately takes us that it is a "totally wrong concept of
in many respects to block the road
the side of a mechanical idea of inspira- Scripture" w hich thinks "that the trustto a correct understanding of Scription."l13 Thus his criticism of persons worthiness of Scri pture is protected by
ture, which is normative, by ignorholding a "mechanical view," if they are means of a docetic view."l35
ing and neglecting its human asFrom a discussion of certainty w hich
not to be straw men, they are persons
pect. U8
who deny that theirs is a mechanical is grounded in a docetic view of Scripwant to pursue this theme in some
I
ture, Berkouwer moves into the discusview.
It is thus necessary to make an as- sion of fundamentalism. He is critical of detail because these charges are serious.
sumption which some may not like. I the "very defensive character" of funda- Here are some more of Berkouwer's extreme charges against the fundamentalbelieve it is a valid assumption found ed mentalism.
ist or inerrant view of Scripture. The funon my whole experience with his lecTo be sure, many expressions from
damentalist sees Scripture" as though it
tures as well as his writings. And while
the fundamentalist camp frequently
were a string of divine or su pernaturally
disciples are not necessarily true reflecgive the impression that the acceprevealed statements, ignoring the fact
tors of their teacher, those who espouse
tance of a fund amental truth and a
that God' s Word has passed through
Berkouwer's do ctrin e of Scripture
certainty that cannot be subjectified
humanity and has incorporated its ser
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vice." The fundamentalist is said to be lieved, with good reason, that inerrancy of Scripture is not in the realm of reaguided by the "wholly divine or wholly was taught by God and did not originate son; we cann ot speak of its objective
human" dilemma, opting for the as a result of their own creation. The tra~
truth apart from a believing subject. Are
"wholly divine." "Thus to them the hu ditional doctrine appears on firm ground we not in the realm of exis tenti al
man aspect of Holy Scripture lost all con between the existential direction of Berk- theology's "truth as en counter"? Berkstitutive meaning and became blurred ouwer and the straw man of human wis- ouwer mentions this view approvingly
through the overwhelming divine real domenvisioned in his criticism. We look in The Second Vatican Council, where it is
ity of God's speaking." The fundamen next at the testimony of the Spirit, and said that revelation"is not a reservoir of
talist "greatly obscures the contexts in while this alone could be a large topic intellectual propositions" but rather "a
which God himself gave u s Scripture." since it relates to Berkouwer's whole personal selfdisclosure byGod in which
There is "an unconscious wish not to methodology, we must at least see how He encounters the total person."145 It is
have God's Word enter the creaturely it functions in his Scripture doctrine. I obvious, says Berkouwer, "that there are
realm," and "this ·background... deter must say that it is my experience to see not two separate kinds of witness, one
mines fundamentalist apologetics." I39
in Berkouwer's treatment of this doc that must be called the outer and the
Berkouwertakesanotherlineofattack trine something quite different from other the inner testimony."146 He states
against the psychological fundamental what is generally understood by the tes- further: "A merely natural recognition
of Scripture as a supernatural phenom. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . timony of the Holy Spirit.
Berkouwer sees traditional enon with the consequential 'rational'
"The fundamentalist 'greatly
apologetics and inerrancy as proofs is not pOSSible. "147 In this frameexemplifying the same prob- work the question of inerrancy is irrelobscures the contexts in which
lem, and he raises the issue in evan"t.
I find also a confusion by Berkouwer
the context of the testimony
God himself gave us Scripture. '" of
the Spirit. He is using between "faith" in Scripture and "faith"
Bavinck to summarize his in Christ, or saving faith. This affects
ism of d efenders of inerrancy. Citing crit- criticism. (Let me say parenthetically that many areas. But he confuses them intenics of postReformation theology with Berkouwer is continually citing Bavinck tionally via his exposition on the testiapparent approval, he describes the dan- with deep appreciation. He sees himself mony of the Spirit. According to Berkas in line with Bavinck's direction. I am ouwer, "there can be no splitting of the
ger thus:
no authority on Bavinck. I have read a testimonium into two separate testimonia,
An incorrect connection between
master's thesis on Bavinck's v iew of namely, one regarding our sonship, and
Scripture and certainty of faith can
Scripture by Jack Rogers, and I've read another concerning the truth of Scripbe made by proceeding a priori from
the quotes from Berkouwer. As best I ture."148It is certainly true that the regenthe premise that for our certainty of
remember, I never had problems with erating, lightgiving, eyeopening work
faith we need an immovable basis
Bavinck.'s own words, but only the para- of the Holy Spirit wins our acquiescence
to the conclusion that we can find
phrasing and inferences Rogers or Berk- in both Scripture and the Savior. The isthis only in an infallible Scripture. It
ouwer drew from Bavinck.) Here, then, sue, however, is not our "faith" in Scripis especially the socalled orthodox
ture but the truth of Scripture, whether
is what Berkouwer writes:
view of Scripture that came to the
we acquiesce or not. Is it objectively true
The doctrine of the testimonium was
fore in this analysis. loll)
or only existentially true?
somehow revived again when it was
Verbal inspiration is thus "an attempt to
For Berkouwer the message, if not the
make the basis of certainty of faith imrealized that ration alism was unmedium, determines the medium's vemovable by an a priori preclusion of evtrustworthy and apol~getics
unracity. "On the basis of the New Testaery element of uncertainty because of the
fruitful. In this connection he men~
unique, supernatural, divine quality of
tions Kant's criticism of the • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Holy Scripture."141 Faith in Scripture is
proofs for the existence of
" The certainty of Scripture is not
called a "religious postulate," and the
God. Once again there was
"religiopsychological explanation" of a
room for the conviction that
in the realm of reason; we cannot
need for absolute certainties is seen as
it is meaningful to speak of
the source of the doctrine of inerrancy.
a testimony of the Spirit, bespeak of its objective truth apart
What bothers me about such an attack
cause it was seen that the ultimate basis of faith cannot
is an apparent disregard for the question
from a believing subject."
lie outside of us in proofs
of truth. Defenders of inerrancy take that
position because of a supposed psychoand arguments, the church,
ment, the confession of the Spirit is first
logical need for certainty. They are cator tradition, "but can be found only
of all related to salvation in Christ; and
egorized with "Islam's evaluation of the
in man himself, in the religious subthen the Word of God is discussed."149 He
ject."U3
Koran" and Roman Catholicism's evaluation of the pope, with the common de- You see the relevancy for inerrancy. can use the same full meaning of faith
nominator being a need for certainty. I Whether apologetics in general or Scrip- w ith regard to both Scripture and Christ,
find that personally offensive. Berkou- ture in particular, certainty is denied since faith in Scripture is really not in
wer says, "Faith is not and cannot be possibility in the phenomenal world. Scripture at all, but in the message of
based on a theoretical reflection on what, Certainty, religious certainty, is possible Scripture, namely, Jesus Christ. This is
according to our inSight, must be the na- only in the Kantian noumenal realm of w hat Berkouwer says:
ture of the divine revelations."142 None suprahistory and existentialism.
True belief in Scripture is possible
of my teachers on inerrancy ever claimed.
According to Berkouwer, "only the
and real only in relation to the mesto arrive at their conclusion on what their Holy Spirit himself can give certainty
sage of Scripture.... When the "ac"insight" told them it must be. They be and conquer all doubts."l44 The certainty
ceptance" of Holy Scripture as the
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Word of God is separated from a living faith in Christ, it is meaningless
and confusing to call this acceptance
belief in Scripture or an "element"
of the Christian faith. 1SO
But again the issue is not whether we
should call acceptance of the Holy Scripture as the Word of God "belief" or
"faith." but whether it IS the Word afGod
or only BECOMES the Word of God when
one is related to it as a Christian.
Berkouwer's position is clear. "The confession of the Testimonium Spiritus Sandi
once and for all precludes every separation of faith in Christ from faith in Scripture. Faith in Scripture is not a separate
belief that must be complemented by

word, and how they could be 'united.'
It rather places us before the mystery of
ChriSt."I55
The scopus, or intention, of Scripture
is the primary thrust of Berkouwer over
against "verbal inspiration" and its concomitant "inerrancy." "Believing Scripture does not mean staring at a holy and
mysterious book, but hearing the witness concerning Oui.st. " 156 There is room
for error growing out of the timeboundedness of Scripture. The concept
of "accommodation" is introduced in
making a "distinction between essential
content and time-related form."1 57 "The
scopus of Scripture," according to Berkouwer, means "a concentrated attention
... to the Word in the midst of many
words, to its intent and purpose." 158 He
then cites the Pharisees' misunderstanding of the Sabbath commandment as an
example of missing the "intent" of the
Sabbath. But all that text teaches is that
the Pharisees had a faulty understanding of the law, not that the law was an
errant statement pointing to an inerrant
intention. Berkouwer implies an either/
or choice between his scopu s idea and
Scripture as "many words without the

reverence for Scripture more than it will
further it." 163
It is undoubtedly a long way from
Berkouwer's 1938 book on Scripture to
his more contemporary writings. Reflecting on that 1938 book, Berkouwer remarked that the appeal"Itstands written" made a powerful impact on him. In
1974 he wrote:
As I reread my book of 1938, I sense
the difference between then and
now is not that I was at that time
impressed with "It stands written"
and that later, in my volume on the
Scriptures, I was less committed to
it. I still wish to stand, attentive1y
and devoutly, by that appeal, made
truSt."I SI
by Christ. 164
Berkouwer writes two chapters on the
Who will question, however, that the
Godbreathed character of Holy Scripphrase "It stands written" functions difture, and within these chapters the fun~
ferently for Berkouwer now?
damental issues are raised, some of
In 1938 he rejected the form-content diswhich we have already touched.
tinction. The intention, the religious
Berkouwer's concern for the intent or
meaning, was inseparable from the hispurpose of Scripture predominates. The
torical surroundings. Later, such a disword inspiration may be difficult to fully
tinction was the key to the scopus or ingrasp, but the "functional character of
tention of Scripture. In 1938 he defended
Scripture" which concerns salvation and
th e his toricity of Gen esis 3, as the
the future is what we must comprehend.
Gereformeerde Kerken had
done
in
1926.
The
Gereformeerde Kerken offi" In 1971 Berkouwer publicly asked the question, 'Is there room cially abandoned that position
forty years later, and Berkouin the Reformed Churches for persons-and I reckon myself
wer saw no break with the
past. In 1971 Berkouamong them-who at this stage of their reflection have great church's
wer publicly asked the question, "Is there room in the Rehesitations concerning the historicity ofAdam?'"
formed Churches for personsand I reckon myself
among themwho at this stage of their
"Scripture is the Word of God," says goal" in which "its Godbreathed char- reflection have great hesitations concernBerkouwer, "because the Holy Spirit acter is thereby neglected."l59 Happily, ing the historicity of Adam?"l65
witnesses in it of ChriSt."152 "Seen from we are not confronted with such a diOne begins to see why Undsell calls it
the perspective of sola Scriptura, this will lemma.
a battle rather than an intramural skirnot be an abstract and empty confession.
Berkouwer, in criticizing inerrancy as mish. It is not just how we get the mesThe concreteness of the goal idea is of set forth by Warfield, will speak of an sage, but itis a conflicting message. Berkgreat importance."I53 John's words are inerrancy in the sense of"sin and decep- ouwer speaks of the same infallible concited: "These things are w ritten that you tion." But inerrancy as Warfield advo- tent in the fallible form. But in time what
may believe that Jesus is the Christ" cates is a "serious formalization" which he said in 1938 proves correct. The form
Gohn 20:31). In A Hal[Century o[Theol- is "far removed from the serious man- and content are bound together, and we
ogy Berkouwer calls this a "religious ner with which erring is dealt in Scrip- see new content emerging. The new popragmatic," an "awareness that the gos- ture."I60 Recognizing the good intention sition of Berkouwer on the historicity of
pel records were portraits of Jesus Christ of inerrancy, Berkouwer nevertheless Adam and the relationship to Genesis 3
rather than ordinary historical reporting," maintains that" the formalization of in- and Romans 5 is but one of several probwith the result that" closer attention had errancy virtually destroys this intention" lems. The whole question of Paul's stateto be paid to the purpose of the Gospel by ignoring the organiC nature of Scrip- ments on womanhood and marriage is
writers."ISf You must realize that defend- ture and its testimony.161 Inerrancy in ad- involved also. "At one time," says Berk~
ers of inerrancy will make a similar em- dition to infallibility is not needed "to ouwer, "virtually no attention was given
phaSiS, but Berkouwer is placing the pur- guarantee the full and clear message of to timeboundedness in these passages."
pose in opposition to inerrancy. In his own Scripture."l62 Inerrantists, then, accord- They were read out of context, with a
words: "The mystery of the God- ing to Berkouwer, are "fascinated by a faulty view of inspiration, creating inbreathed Scripture is not meant to place miraculous'correctness' that forever dis- soluble problems. "But Paul, in contrast,
us before a theoretical problem of how regards every problem of time related- did not in the least render timeless
Scripture could possibly and conceiv- ness," and "in the end it will damage propositions concerning womanably be both God's Word and man's
hood."l66
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Lessons fro:rn
Haggai (#7)
... Who is left among you who saw this temple in its former
glory? And haw do you see it now? In comparison with it,
is this not in your eyes as nothing?

Yet now be strong... and work; for I am with you, says the
Lord ofhosts.
According to the word that I covenanted with you when you
came out of Egypt, so My Spirit remains among you; do not
fear!
(Haggai 2:15)
"Oh, for the good old d ays." So said the Jews as they began rebuilding the
Temple. There w ere some older ones among them who remembered the first
Temple, the one built by Solomon. They remembered the beauty, the splendor, the
magnificence of it, and they realized there was no way this one could ever match
that one. In Solomon's day, Israel had been a great nation; there was much wealth
and nothing had been spared in the building of that Temple. Now Israel consisted
of the relatively few people who had returned from exile; there was a lack of wealth,
of readily available materials and of skilled craftsmen.
Consequently, as comparisons were made between the first Temple and this one,
discouragement and d espondency set in . People realized their efforts were puny
and the end result would be far inferior to Solomon's Temple. They longed for
"the good old days."
We, too, often long fo r "the good old days." In comparison with apostolic days,
or Reformation days, our service to God today often appears inferior or feeble.
But we are not called to live in the past, jus t as the people of Haggai'S day were
not. God has put us in the present  with all its opportunities and possibilities.
[f we continually mourn the past and decry the present, are we not in reality
implying that God's power is now more limited, that He is unable to work through
His people as He did in earlier d ays? "Who has d espised the day of s mall things?"
asked the Lord of Zechariah (Zech. 4:10). We must not d espise the present, but
rather heed the words of God to Israel: "Be s trong and work, for I am with you." It
is His p resence with us that makes us strong and encourages us. The Israelites
were called to work despite any discouragements. They were to trust God to deal
with the dangers and difficulties. Their task was to get on and rebuild the Temple.
Let us get on with whatever the Lord has called us to do. The same God who
enabled the Israelites to rebuild the Temple will be with us. Only His sustaining
strength guarantees ultimate success.
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More Than One Way ? is the title of a
recent book on a very important question: Is faith in Jesus the only way to salvation or is it possible for nonChristians
also to be saved?' In this book several
authors present fOUI quite distinct answers to this question. John Hick defends a very liberal point of view that
rests on the idea that all religions are
equally paths to God. Oark Pinnock,
who claims to be an evangelical theologian, endorses a view, d eveloped by the
Roman Catholic theologian Karl Rahner,
that suggests that sincere people may be
saved by Christ without consciously
knowing Christ. Alister McGrath takes
an agnostic view as to whether nonChristians can be saved . R. Douglas
Geivett and W. Gary Phillips defend the
traditional Christian v iew that only
Christians will be saved.
This recent book reflects some of debate that has developed around this
question of the salvation of nonChristians in the last two centuries. A wide
range of heterodox views have gained a
measure of populari ty. Some theologians have suggested that the souls of
those apart from Chris t are annihilated
after d eath. Others argue that all will
eventually or immediately be saved. Still
others believe that sincere followers of
any religion or philosophy will attain to
heaven. In this century Rahner has used
the phrase"anonymous Christ" to refer
to Chris t's saving action among those
who have no explicit faith in Him. Defenders of all such views justify them to
one extent or another on the basis of their
compassion for the los t.
Compassion according to Webster's
Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary is "sympathetic consciousness of others' dis tress
together with a desire to alleviate it."
Compassion is a feeling of concern with
the trouble of another, coupled to a wish
to help in some way. Compassion therefore is certainly a Chris tian virtue.

Both Runia and Woudstra plead compassion for the lost as at least part of the
motivation for their view. Runia stated,
"I can't believe that God would not have
heard the cries of the Old Covenant
people when th ey cried out in
Auschwitz." Wouds tra wrote of "the
millions" w ho " have lived and died in a
hell on earth": "Fine Christian minds
have 10nghe1d that it is unthinkable that
following their hell on earth the almighty
would send them to another hell, one far
worse than the first and p resumably lasting 'forever'."
Everyone can sympathize w ith the
concern of RWlia and Woudstra. They
Christian compassion has always ex- h ave compaSSion, especially for nontended in a special way to the lost, to Christians who have s uffered great1y in
those who do not know Christ. For most this world. But has their compassion
Christians this compassion is rooted in become in fact ungodly?
a sense of the wrath of God that rests on
God ly compassion mus t be Biblical
those apart from Christ and leads to an compassion, that is, it must be compaseffort to communicate the gospel to them sion defined by the Bible. To have Bibliso that in Christ they might be rescu ed cal compassion for the lost is to believe
from the wrath to corne.
w h at God says about them. And what
Evangelical Christians have seen the the Bible says about them is really quite
need to address this matter of the salva- clear (although Woudstra suggests that
tion of nonChristians because of wide- the Bible is no clea rer h ere than on
spread confusion about this question. women in office!).
Recently the Norwegian Lutheran theoThe Bible's view is that nonChristians
lOgian, Tormod Engelsviken, has written in their sin do not seek God, but oppose
a fine article entitled "Christianity is Him. Remember Psalm 2:1,2: "Why do
Exclusive,"in World Evangelization Oanu- the nations conspire and the peoples plot
ary, 1996), d efending the trad itional in vain? The kings of the earth take their
Chris tian view. H e writes as a mem ber sta nd and the rulers ga ther together
of the Lausanne Committee for World against the Lord an d aga ins t his
Evangelization and argues effectively Anointed One." Jeremiah wrote, "This
that there is no salvation apart from faith is what the Lord says: 'Do not learn the
in Christ.
ways of the nations... Por the customs of
This debate h as recently surfaced in the peoples are worthless' ,.. Pour out
OUI Reformed circles. Professor Klaas your wrath on the nations that do not
Runia from The Netherlands, usually acknowledge you, on the peoples who
viewed as a conservative theologian in do not ca ll on your name ... " (Jer.
the GKN, lectured this year in Grand 10:2,3,25). Paul makes the same point:
Rapids. In his lecture h e too adopted a "Like the rest, we were by nature objects
view very much like that of Karl Rahner: of wrath...Therefore, remember that forEvery one w h o is saved is saved by merly you wh o are Gentiles by birth and
Christ, but some are saved by Christ called 'uncircumcised' by those who call
without knowing Him. He is perhaps themselves 'the circumcision' (that done
not as confident about the extent of that in the body by the hands of men)  resalvation as Rahner was, but he does member that at that time you were sepaanswer affirmatively his own question, rate from Christ, excluded from citizen" Does this mean that there is no truth in ship in Israel and foreigners to the covall the other relig ions and that all the enants of the promise, w ithout hope and
adherents of the other religiOns w ill be without God in the world. But now in
los t forever?" 2
Christ Jesus you who once were far away
The Rev. Sierd Woudstra, a retired h ave been brought n ear through the
CRC minister, took the same v iew as blood of Christ" (Eph. 2:3,1113). The
Runia in a letter to the Grand Rapids Press. consistent teaching of the Bible is that
He wrote, "Since salvation is by grace those who are not faithful members of
a lone, may we perhaps hope that, the covenant of grace are alienated from
through Jesus Christ, the almighty has God.
ways and is powerful enough to bring
Tormod Engelsviken in his article rethe majority of the human race into his ferred to Corneli us, a noble, religious
eternal kingdom?" Woudstra clearly Roman, but one who was not saved unanswers yes to his own question.
til he believed in
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Cornelius was: "Everyone who believes
in him Uesus] receives forgiveness of sins
through his name" (Acts 10:43). Apart
from faith and covenant connection with
Jesus there is no salvation - even for
noble pagans.
Jesus teaches us the same lesson:
"Now this is etemallife: that they may
know you, the only true God, and Jesus
Quist, whom you have sent" Gohn 17:3).
Knowledge of Jesus is fundamental to
salvation.
Some may ask about the children of
believers who die in infancy or about
severely mentally retarded persons who
are children of believers. Can they have
faith or knowledge of Jesus? We cannot
limit the power of God to give knowledge and faith: John the Baptist had faith
in his mother's womb. We must also
remember that the Word comes to them
in baptism declaring them holy children
in the covenant of grace. They are not a
case of persons being saved who are
strangers to Jesus and His covenant.
The distance between the clear teaching of Scripture and the positions espoused by Runia and Woudstra is very
alarming. Runia stated his views as part
of a study committee of the Reformed
Ecumenical Synod . Dr. Henk de Waard
of Australia, moderator of the Reformed
Ecumenical Council, defended Runia's
views as "responsible," noting: "I don't
think it was a new view or even a very
radical one." De Waard did insist that
there are limits to what would be tolerated theologically in the REC He said,
" If any church would say we no longer
believe in the deity of Christ or the physical resurrection, I have no doubt that
would be dealt with." In effect Dr. de
Waard said that Runia's views about
non-Christians are not a matter of salvation (that distinction between saving
and non-saving truth so often appealed
to today). But Runia's views are a matter
ofsalvation to non-Christians. If the views
of Runia and others undermine our missionary efforts, then indeed it is a matter of salvation!
The threat to salvation, however, goes
beyond the impact on missions. Think
carefully of Dr. de Waard's words. He
says that faith in the deity and resurrection of Jesus is necessary. But Runia has
argued that many around the world can
be saved without believing in the deity
and resurrection of Jesus. If sincere, religious people in China and India and
the concentration camps of Europe can
be saved without believing in the deity
and resurrection of Jesus, why not sincere, religious people in the church in
America and Europe?

John R. Siltema
In the last issuei I challenged the eldership to prayer: specific, diligent and
faithfully practiced prayer. In this one, I
direct that same challenge to the deacons
in the chun:h.
A couple of introductory comments
are in order, With the elders, a warning
needed to be sounded about the danger
to forget that their work is pastoral, not
administrative. Likewi se, Scripture
teac hes that deacons are not to be
thoug ht of as merely financial functionaries who count money and write
checks, but they are the spiritual managers of all congregational stewardship,
including all the g ifts, time and talents
of the membership. Unless that is kept
in mind, the charge I am about to make
will be meaningless.
How ou ght the deacons to pray?
Clearly, corporate prayer should be high
on the list of the agenda items for your
deacons' meetings In fact, I would
strongly urge that deacons meet regularly, strictly for prayer for the various

ministry needs of the local church. Further, in other prayer gatherings, deacons
must be the conscience of the congregation, infomting the other members of the
specific needs which must be lifted before the Lord of the church. I believe it is
one of the highest callings of the office.
But individual prayer as an individual
deacon is also important. This is particularly so when a deacon is assigned to a
parish /care group/ district, as is increasin g ly the case among Reformed
churches. The follOWing target areas for
prayer are as applicable to the individual
deacon in his prayer We as they are for
the body of deacons in their meetings.
Additionally, they may well suggest parameters for the prayers of the deacons
in leadership in the worship services,
should that be a practice in your church.

The "compassion" of Runia and
ers leads perhaps unintentionally,
inevita bly to the destruction of the
uniqueness and work of Christ. Such
compassion has undermined missions
concern and activity in many liberal denominations. We need rather a genuine
compassion for the lost that eagerly seeks
to preach the gospel so that the lost might
be saved.
Still a deeper issue of compassion must
be faced. What do views like Runia's
ultimately do to our compassion for
Jesus? Do we care that He suffered on
the cross in our place? Do we remember
the full measure of His agony as He died
for His own? Do we trivialize His death
if we say faith in Him is not necessary
for salvation? We must have compassion above all for Jesus who is still despised and rejected in this world.

We cannot allow ungodly compassion
to replace godly compassion - for Jesus
and for the lost who need to be called to
faith in Him. Godly compassion says,
"For God so loved the world that he gave
his one and only Son, that whoever believes in him shall not perish but have
eternal life."
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Prayers of Gratitude
In II Cor. 8-9, the inspired apostle addresses the important subject of churches
generously giving of their abundance to
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help others ,who have need. In chapter
9:14-15, he declares, in commending the
Corinthians for their gift, that:
... in their prayers for you their hearts
will go out to you, because of the
surpassing grace God has given you.
Thanks be to God for his indescribable gift!

worthy of note. Deacons, and all believers, have no business praying for anything unless that prayer is devoid of selfishness. When I was a child, we prayed
in Sunday School for a private airplane.
No, we weren't anxious to learn to fly!
The airplane was needed for the exten
sion of the kingdomfor mission work
in Nigeria. Our teacher spent much wise
Note that the gratitude of which the time explaining the difference between
apostle speaks is gratitude that is both praying selfishly and praying as selVants
felt and expressed for several things:
of the coming kingdom. Deacons must
for the generosity of their faith,
remember that too. To pray for God's
which was shown in their gift;
provision because it makes the work of
• for the grace of God shown to His the deacons easier if there is a large balance in the account is selfish. How difpeople, providing for their needs;
ferent than praying for God's generous
for the grace of God shown through
provi sion for a specific need in the
His people, providing for others'
church's ministrywhether financial, or
needs and stimulating thankful
a willing worker, or a talent not enjoyed
ness.
beforebecause it will provide tools for
Such ought to chara cterize your
the coming of the kingdom of God!
prayers of gratitude. Tell the gracious
Father of your genuine thanks that He Prayers for a Gracious Heart
has provided for the needs of your con Regarding the Poor
gregation by granting to your people
Let's be honest. It is often difficult to
generous hearts and faithful steward
have a healthy attitude regarding poor
ship. Praise Him for Hi s gracious arpeople. Driving around North Dallas, I
rangement to give gifts to your body of
see quite a number of individuals stand
believers, thus challenging the ones who
ing at busy intersections holding signs:
have much, to show love to those who
"Will Work for Food." The first month
do not.
or so, my heart was tugged, and I won
Prayers for God's Provision dered how I could help. Soon after, I be
Besides prayers of gratitude, the dea- came more calloused than I'd care to
cons must be the voice of the people of admit. I found myself wondering if it
God in the throneroom of the King on was a scam, if they were lazy, if they had
behalf of the needy. You must offer criminal designs on getting into indiprayers for His provision. Nowhere is vidual homes. Sadly, my fear was war
this more powerfully stated than in what ranted; recent investigative reports have
we have come to know as the Lord's revealed that many of the socalled "will
Prayer. Notice how it prioritizes our work for food" sign carriers are part of a
network of people being paid to collect
prayers:
money for a group of people known to
Our Father in heaven,
the police as con artists. But as a Chris
Hallowed be your name,
tian, I didn't like my callousness either.
The words of the Lord in James 2:17
Your kingdom come, your will be
are a good reminder of the spirit of grace
done on earth as it is in heaven.
and generosity that must be present in
Give us today our daily bread.
the lives of the people of God. We must
Forgive us our debts, as we also
go out of our way to be open to the poor,
have forgiven our debtors .
even exposing ourselves to vulnerabil
ity if need be. Among no people in the
And lead us not into temptation,
church is such a spirit of grace to be more
but deliver us from the evil one (Mt.
evident than in the deacons. They, of all
6: 912, NIV).
Beginning with the prayer for the ad- people in the body of Christ, cannot be
vancement of God's reputation on earth cold, calculatin g, overly su spiciOUS.
(our first calling and priority in prayer), They must of course, be wise. But "wis
Jesus teaches us to pray for the coming dom" cannot be an euphemism for cold
of the "kingdom rule of God," reflected heartedness. Pray diligently that God
in obedience to His kingly will. Only in will keep you softhearted!
the light of that living priority does he Prayers for Victory over the
turn next to "our daily bread"! That's

·

·

·

·
·
·
·
·
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Spiritual Foe of Materialism
Mt. 6:19-24 is such an important passage for deacons that I hesitate to mention it merely in passing. It probably
ought to serve as the foundation for a
series of articles. However, allow me
merely to suggest that the penetrating
words of our Lord on the subject of serving the master of mammon have never,
in my view, been more timely and important than they are at the end of the
twentieth entury in North America. Even
our poor are wealthy when compared
even to the extremely wealthy of the
poor nations on earth! How dangerous
it is for us to set our hearts on things that
will corrupt, decay or rustbut how in
credibly easy it has become. How cru
cia! for the pulpit to warn, and for the
church to pray that we never become
captured by such idolatry. As deacons,
pray regularly that you do not evaluate
the quality of the church by taking in
ventory of her perishables. And pray that
your people be delivered from this debilitating and destructive sin. Nothing
destroys true and loving stewardship
more than such greed.

Prayers for a Spirit of
Dependence
Finally, I challenge you to pray in the
light of the calling of our Lord in the very
next verses, Mt. 6:25ff. There, He calls the
church not to worry about perishables,
but to trust in our heavenly Father. Re
member the powerful words: "Seek first
His kingdom and His righteousness, and
all these things will be given to you as
well" Such a spirit of faith is a gift of
God, and is one so desperately needed
in our time. Pray that God will endow
both you, your fellow deacons and your
congregation with such a spirit, with
such priorities, with such faith.
Dr. Sittema fai thfully contributes to The
Outlook as editor of this column and has
recently published the book With A Shepherd's Heart as an ou tgrowth of this column. He is pastor of Bethel CRe in Dallas,
TX.
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Cornelis P. Venema
After h aving s ummarized th e
millennia I v iews of his tori c p re·
millennialism and dispensationalism, it
would be tempting now to offer a biblical evaluation and critique of them. By
simply summarizing these views and
offering no evaluation of them at this
time, some might wrongly conclude that
there are no serious biblical objections
against them. However, I believe that
there are such biblical objections to these
pre-millermial views and will attempt to
set them forth in subsequent articles.
Nevertheless, it is almost impossible
to evaluate these views biblically without first summarizing the two remaining millennial pOSitions which I mentioned in my introductory article on the
subject of the millennium. The biblical
case against these pre-millennial views
presumes some understanding and acqu ai ntan ce with the views of postmillennialism or a-millennialism.
Consequen tly, before taking up directly the biblical arguments against premillennialism and dispensational ism,
we n eed to comple te thi s survey of
millennial views by taking up the two
forms of post-millennialist teaching that
have been historically the predominant
understanding of the millennium in the
Reformed churches. Only after this survey of viewpoints is concluded will we
enter more directly into an evaluation of
each position.

A COMMENT ABOUT
TERMINOLOGY
In our introduction to the subject of the
millennium, I noted that the primary
difference in millennial positions is the
difference between a pre-millennial and
a post-millennial conception of the return of Christ. Both of the millennial

views we have considered thus far historic pre-millennialism and dispensationalism - teach that the return of
Christ will precede the establishment of
the millennial kingdom (hence "pre"millennialism). They have this fundamental feature iit common. However, the
two remaining views we have to consider share the conviction that the return
of Christ will occur after the millennium
(hence "post" -millerutialism).
This should alert us to a difficulty of
terminology that I already mentioned in
my introductory article. That difficulty
can be readily seen when it is noted that
both "post-millenn ialism" and "amillennialism," as distinct views of the millennium, have in common a basic postmillennialist framework that places them
together over against the two forms of premillennia/ism we have a/ready considered.
Perhaps another way of putting it would
be to say that, whatever the real differences between the views commonly
termed "post-millennialism" and "amillennialism/' they share one feature
that distinguishes them fro m all premillennial views: the conviction that the
return of Christ at the end of the age, after the period of the millennium, will
conclude this present epoch of redemptive history and immediately introduce
the state of consummation.
In this connection, it is interesting to
observe that the common terms used
today, " post-millennialism" and " amillennialism," are of rather recent vintage. Though we will have more to say
abou t the term" a-millennialism" in our
next article, the term" post-millennialism" has until recently been the general term to describe all forms of the view
that Christ's coming will follow the millennium, including views which we today might d istinguish as post-millenThe Ou tlook
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nialist and a-millennialist. Though the
differences between post-millennialist
and a-millennialist views have long existed in the history of the church, these
differences were not until recently described with these terms.
As recently as the first half of the twentieth century, the te rm " post-millennialism" was still being used to include
both of the views which we would tod ay distinguish by the terms" postmillennialism" and "a-millennialism." B.
B. Warfield, for example, noted tha t the
terms II pre-mille nni al" and II postmillennial" were "unfortunate," but apparently regarded them to be the only
options available. 1 Geerhardus Vos, in
his The Pauline Eschatology, published in
1930, distinguished his view from some
forms·of post-millennialism but considered himself to be, in some more basic
sense, a post-millennialist in distinction
from a pre-millennialist. 2 His discussion
of pre-millennialism gives every impression that he regarded the primary difference in eschatological views to be between pre- and post-millennarianism.
Perhaps even more compelling is the fact
that the International Standard Bible Encyclopedia, first published in 1915 and
then published in revised form in 192930, has no entry for a-millennialism but
has one for post-miUennialism. Clearly,
at this pOint in history, w hatever the differences among post-millennialists, all
those who rejected a pre-millennialist
view were lumped together under the
category of post-millennialism. 3

A BRIEF HISTORICAL
OVERVIEW
The problem of definition and terminology also plagues the way in which
the history of post-millennialism is often told. Some post-millennial authors
try to maintain that this has been the
predominant eschatolOgical position of
the Christian church.4 Others are more
cautious and only maintain that it has
been a continuing and significant position of many in the Reformed tradition.5
Since this debate can only finally be
settled upon the basis of a consensus regardi n g the meaning of p ostmillennialism, my survey of the history
of post-millennialism will be rather brief
and modest in its claims.
Without resolving the dispute whether
post-millennialism has been the predominant position of the Reformed tradition,
it is undoubtedly true that the Reformed

tradition has witnessed the most significant expressions of post-millennialist
thought. Though many post-millennialist authors insist that John Calvin
was a post-millennialist, it is probably
more accurate to say that Calvin gave
expression to some ideas that received
greater emphasis in later Presbyterian
and Puritan writers who were more evidently post-millennialist in outlook.
Frequently. the beginnings of modem
forms of post-millennialism are associated with the name of Daniel Whitby, an
Anglican, who published his Paraphrase
and Commentary on the New Testament in
1703. However, at the same time and
even before the publication of this treatise, a number of Puritan writers, such
as Thomas Brightman, John Cotton and
John Owen, were arguing for a postmillennia list point of view. In 1651,
Owen preached a sermon before the
English House of Commons, "The Kingdom of Christ," in which he expressed
the conviction that the multitudes and
the nations would be converted and
come under the lordship of Jesus Christ.
It is also generally agreed that the Savoy
Declaration of 1658, which modified the
Wes tminster Confession of Faith for the
congregational churches, gave expression to a post-millennialist outlook.'
Perhaps the greatest flowering of a
post-millennialist point of view occurred
in North America, first in the writing and
preaching olJonathan Edwards and then
in the nineteenth and early twentieth
century. Edwards' articulated his postmillennialist position in his The History
of Redemption, a work which articulated
the expectation of the triumph of Christ's
kingdom in thenot-to-distant future and
the utter destruction and desolation of
the kingdo m of the evil one. Postmillennialism was a dominant viewpoint in the great and influential
Princeton tradi tion, represented by
Archibald Alexander, J.A. Alexander,
A.A. Hodge, Charles Hodge and B.B.
Warfield. Though especially prominent
among many conservative Presbyterian
theologians during this period, including Robert Lewis Dabney, W.G.T. Shedd,
and James Henley Thornwell, other influential writers held a basically postmillennialist view as well. Among these
writers were the Baptist theologian
Augustus Strong and the Scotsman
Patrick Fairbairn.
In the twentieth century there has been
a substantial decline in the influence of
pos t-millennialism. Some postmillennia lis t authors, su ch as J.
MarcellusKik and John Jefferson Davis,
have continued to articulate a more tra-

ditional fo rm of post-millennialis m.
More recently, however, many advocates
of post-millennialism have been
"reconstructionists" or "theonomists."
Among these reconstructionist postmillennialists, the primary authors are
Rousas J. Rushdooney, Greg Bahnsen,
Gary North, David Chilton and Ken
Gentry. Perhaps due to the rather controversial nature of the reconstructionist
movement, post-millermialism is today
&equently regarded to be a kind ollringe
position, despite its having enjoyed considerable support among able and conservative Reformed writers for many
centuries.

THE MAIN FEATURES
OF POST-

MILLENNIALISM
Since the dispute regarding the predominance of post-millennialism in the
Christian and Reformed tradition depends so much upon the definition of
post-millennialism that is being used, it
is vitally important that we come to a
clear understanding of this pOSition and
its main features. Though various selfprofessed post-millennialist writers offer different summaries of this poSition,
there are some readily identifiable features of most post-millennialist thought.

The triumph of the gospel
The most obvious feature of all postmillennialist positions is the insistence
that, in the period of history prior to the
return of Olrist at the end of the age, the
preaching of the gospel will triumph on

the earth and bring about the conversion
of the nations and the preponderance of
the human race. Loraine Boettner, a wellknown exponent of the postmillennialist view, gives clear expression
to this in his definition of postmillennialism:
Post-millennialism is that view of
the last things which holds that the
kingdom of God is now being extended in the world through the
preaching of the gospel and the saving work of the Holy Spirit in the
hearts of individuals, that the world
eventually is to be Ouistianized and
that the return of Christ is to occur
at the close of a long period of righteousness and pea ce commonly
called the millennium.'
According to post-millennialism, the
"Great Commission" of Matthew 28 is
not a charter for a missionary enterprise
that holds no prospect of certain success.
Rather, it is a charter that outlines the
way in which Christ, through the preaching and teaching of the gospel, will triumph and receive the nations as His
rightful inheritance.
In the writings of many postmillennialists, care is taken to distinguish
this triumph of the gospel from the optimism of the old "social gospel" teaching of liberalism in the nineteenth and
early twentieth century, as well as the
theory of historical progress often ass0ciated with evolutionism. The growth of
the church w ill be realized by spiritual
means, the preaching of the gospel in the
power ofthe Spirit of the Pentecost, and not
by worldly strategies or methods.

A "golden age'
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With the triumphant spread of the gospel and the conversion of the nations, a
"golden age" will emerge in history prior
to the return of Christ. This golden age,
the period of the millennium, will be a
Significant period of time during which
the standards and precepts of the gos~
pel and the Word of God will prevail on
the earth and among the nations.
Though it will not be a period of absolute perfection and righteousness (sin
will still be present in hwnan life), it will
be a period marked by moral righteousness, wUversal peace among the nations
and peoples of the earth, and an unprecedented economic prosperity. The blessing of God will rest upon the nations and
a glorious epoch of the kingdom of
Christ will be realized upon the earth.
Among post-millennialists, differences
in respect to this" golden age" exist.
Some interpret the language of "one
thousand" years more literally than oth-

ers, though most take it in a symbolic
sense to refer to a period of long duration that is within the purpose and will
of God. Some anticipate that this golden
age will emerge, almost imperceptibly,
as the gospel progresses and the church
grows among the nations. However, others believe that the introduction of this
golden age will occur more cataclysmically and suddenly. Furthermore, though
post-millennialismhistoricallyregarded
this golden age as a period in the future,
subsequent not only to Pentecost but also
to the early centuries of the Christian era,
more recently some post-millennialists
have suggested that this golden age is
coterminous with the period of time
from the destruction of Jerusalem in 70
A.D. and the rebuilding of the temple
(the church) from that time forward. 8

of Satan's little season after the essary implication of Christ's universal domillennial age.
minion as King. With His ascension into
heaven and installment as King at His
The conversion of the Jews Father's right hand, Christ has comOne less obvious feature of post- menced His mediatorial reign and exermillennialism relates to the subject of the cise of authority in heaven and on earth.
conversion of the Jews prior to or dur- Thus, those who would argue that we
ing the period of the millennium. The should not antiCipate the victory of the
reason this feature is less obvious than gospel or the prevalence of Ouist's kingthe two considered thus far, is that, dom in this presen t age prior to His return
thou gh most, if not all, post- are guilty of an unbiblical pessimism.
millennialists teach the large-scale con- Christ's reign at the Father's right hand
version of the Jewish people, some who must come to concrete and visible exacknowledge this to be a biblical expec- pression on the earth prior to His return.
tation do not hold a post-millennialist Since the other millennial views do not
eschatology. Consequently, though the view with any confidence the prospects
teachingoftheconversionoftheprepon- for the gospel and the church in this
derance of the Jews prior to the return present age, they really amount to a deof Christ may be a tell-tale evidence of nial of Christ's present dominion.
po
s t ~ milena
s m,
it is not a sufficient
In this connection, it should be noted
condition for identifying someone as a that a recent form of postmillennialism
post-millennialist?
The sequence of end-time
has given a peculiar expression to this
events
However, most historic representa- view of Christ's dominion. Within the
The sequence of events in the outlook tives of post-millenni alism have taken Reformed, especially conservative Presof post-millennialism is similar to that the position that the Bible teaches (espe- byterian, tradition, a movement has deof a ~ milenas,
a viewpoint that we cially in Romans 11:11-32) that the great veloped which is called variousl y
intend to consider in our next article. preponderance of the Jewish people, in "Christian reconstructionism," "dominAllow ing for some divergence among their racial and national existence, will ion theology," or "theonomy." Though
advocates of post-millennialism, the be converted through the preaching of not all present·day postmillennialists
general sequence of events is as follow s: the gospel. This does not mean that ev- are reconstructionists, all of those who
• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . adhere in some way to this
movement
are
pos t"Post-millennialism teaches that all are saved, Jew and Gen- millennialists.
According to the chief reptile alike, Uy way offaith in Jesus Christ and through incorpo- resentatives of this movement,
the dominion of Christ w ill
ration into the one people of God, the Christian church."
and ought to come to exprs
~
sion in history by way of the
" reconstruction" of society acas the gospel progressively advances ery individual Jew will be converted. But cording to biblical norms and laws.
and the nations are converted, the mil- it does meiln that a substantial number, Christ's millennial reign in history relennium commences; at the close of this the greater number, will be brought to quires that Christian believers seek to
millennial age, Satan is released for a salvation through the gospel at some bring all aspects of life  not only eccle"little season" of rebellion, only to be pOint in history prior to Christ's return. siastical, but also familial, economic, sodefeated deciSively by Christ at His sec- lbis conversion will be a distinctive fea- cial and political under the lordship
ond coming; the second coming of Christ ture of the millennial age, though it will of Jesus Christ. In the public square as
will coincide with the general resurrec· not occur in the same way in which the much as in the private, the explicit prin tion of the righteous and the unrighteous conversion of Israel has been understood ciples and teachings of the Word of God
and the final judgment; and, with the in premillennialist views, especially in must and will direct the affairs of the
dispensationalism. Postmillennialism nations. The terminology of"theonomy"
conclusion of the final judgment, the fi~
nal state will commence, in which the teaches that all are saved, Jew and Gen - is used to insist that the biblical laws,
wicked will be consigned to hell and the tile alike, by way of faith in Jesus Christ including the Old Testament "case laws"
righteous will enter everlasting life in the and through incorporation into the one and their prescribed capital punislunents
new heavens and earth. Though this se- people of God, the Christian church. for various offenses (adultery, h o mo~
quence bears considerable resemblance Therefore, it rejects the sharp lines of dis- sexuality, idolatry, disobedience to parto that of amillennialism, the chief dif- tinction drawn between Jew and Gen - ents) be honored and applied in exhaus ference is the relegation of many of the tile in most forms of premillennialism.1o tive detail by governments today. The
same laws, including the judicial laws,
"signs of the times"  tribulation, wars
that were set forth for the governance of
and rumors of wars, apostasy  to the The dominion of Christ
In the presentation and defense of Israel, the Old Testament people of God
period before the millennium. However,
even here there are differences of view- postmillennialism, advocates of this in the days of the theocracy, should also
point among amillennialists, some of position often insist that the triumph of be held out today as the standard for
whom would acknowledge the presence the gospel and the emergence of the mil- governments and their judicial instru of these signs reemerging in the period lennium at some point in history prior ments.
to Christ's return is an expression and necThe Outlook .
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THE BIBLICAL BASIS
FOR POST-

MILLENNIALISM
Among the majority of defenders of
post-millennialism, it is agreed that the
case for post-rnillennia lism must be
made upon a biblical basis. Even though

there are occasional defenders of postmillennialism w ho appeal toextra-5criptural considerations to support their
case,11 the decisive evidence for or
against post-millennialism must be biblical evidence. For this reason, post-

wesf' (Luke 13:29). Reading these and
other passages, especially those which
speak of the surprising growth of the
kingdom (Matthew 13:31-33), postmillennialists insist that the biblical picture, on balance, is one of a vast multitude who will be saved. Rather than suggesting the prospect of a meager, insignificant, response to the gospel, these
passages encourage an expectation of
assured and amazing results.

The present authority and
dominion of Christ
These promises of a great ingathering

millennialists often bristle at the criti- of the nations and peoples into the kingcisms of those who appeal to non-biblical evidences that seem to belie the optimism of posl-millennialist thought.
When critics of post-millennialism, for
example, point out how the church is
declining in numbers and influence in
many western countries, or at the increasing secularism of modem culture,
post-millennialists are frequently unimpressed. They rightly argue that the debate regarding the millennium is a debate fundamentally about the teaching
of the Word of God.
If this is the case, what biblical reasons
are most often cited in support of postmillennialism? Obviously, it is not possible to give the case for postmillennialism in any kind of completeness here. But it is important that some
of the main lines of the biblical argument
be noted.

The promises of universal,
covenant blessing
One of the most common pOints of
departure in arguments for postmillennialism are the biblical promises
of universal, covenan t blessin g. Postmillennialists are fond of referring to the
many passages in the Old and New Testaments that describe the way in which
the Lord's salvation will extend to all the
families and nations of the earth.
It is noted, for example, that, when the
Lord covenanted with Abraham, the father of all believers, He promised that in
Him "all families will be blessed." The
number of Abraham's descendants was
promised to be as innumerable as the
"dust of the earth" (Gen. 13:16; compare
Gen. 15:5,6; 17:6; Gen. 22:17-18; Num.
23:10). When Christ gave the "Great
Commission" to His diSciples, He mandated that they "make disciples of all the
nations" (Matt. 28:18-20). Christ HimseU,
when asked whether there would be few
who will be saved, induded in His response the confident assertion that" they
will come from north, south, east and

dom of God are correlated, in the view
of many post-millennialists, with the biblical understanding of the present authority and dominion of Jesus Christ. In
the Messianic Psalms of the Old Testament (e.g.: Pss. 2; 22; 45; 67; 72; 110), the
prophecies of Isaiah (e.g.: Isa. 2:2-4; 9:67; 11:6, 9-10; 40:4-5; 49:6), and the New
Testament descriptions of Christ's authority, we are presented with a picture
of Christ the King who reigns in the
midst of history, overcoming His enemies and subjecting all things under
His feet (1 Cor. 15:25).
According to many post-millennialist
authors, alternative views only pay lipservice to these kinds of biblical passages. Only within the framework of
post-millennialism are the biblical descriptions of Christ's present lordship
adequately appreciated. If Christ is the
reigning Lord, if He has been given all
authority in heaven and on earth, if the
nations are His by right of inheritance,
if the power and works of the devil have
been broken and defeated by His cross,
resurrection and ascension - then the
only view which answers to these biblical themes is one which antiCipates the
success of Christ's church-gathering and
kingdom-building work in the midst of
history. The problem with alternative
views, according to th e postmillennialist reading of these biblical
passages, is that they "spiritualize" the
concreteness of the biblical understanding of Christ's kingdom or relegate to the
fi nal state what is already to be expected
in the period of history prior to Christ's
return.

A'preterist" view of the
'signs of the times"
One of the key elements in the argument for post-millennialism is the insistence that many of the "signs of the
times," particularly those signs which
evidence opposition to Christ and the
gospel, are signs that will be fulfilled
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prior to the establishment of the
millennial kingdom in the present age.
Though there are a diversity of views
regarding whether these "signs of the
times" have already been fulfilled either
in part or in whole, all post-millennialists
regard these signs to be virtually absent
during the period of the millennium.
In Matthew 24, for example, the passage which most comprehensively describes the "signs of the times," postmillennialists typically find a description
of those signs that were present in the
period before the destruction of Jerusalem in 70 A.D. The "great tribulation"
and the other signs of opposition to
Christ's kingdom are events that will
precede Christ's coming in power and
glory to establish His millennial kingdom. This understanding is sometimes
called a "preterist" interpretation of this
chapter and other biblical references to
the signs of the times. 12 The signs are all
past events, when viewed from the perspective of the presence of Christ's
millennial kingdom.

The 'millennium" of
Revelation 20
Though post-millennialism shares
many of the emphases of a-millennialism
in its interpretation of Revelation 20,
there are several distinctive emphases in
its interpretation of this disputed passage. The most common reading of this
passage takes the events described in it,
particularly the "binding of Satan," to
occur at some point in history subsequent to the events described in Revelation 19:11-21. In this reading of the passage, there is a chronological sequence in
the relation between the events described at the end of Revelation 19 and
the beginning of Revelation 20. In Revelation 19, we have a description of the
manner in which Christ will progressively defeat in history all the forces that
are arrayed against Him. After Christ has
defeated all of those opposed to Him,
Satan will be bound for a period of one
thousand years.
Though post-millennialists do not necessarily regard this to be a literal period
of one thousand years, most take the
binding of Satan to be a description of
what will occur in history, in the near or
distant future, when Christ will bring
about a "complete cessation of Satan's
earth ly influence."13 As one postmillennialist describes this event, "This
binding refers to a particular spiritual
event in the heavenly realm, subsequent
to the earthly ministry of Jesus, and yet
future from the perspective of the
church, which w ill place a complete

quarantine on Satan's activities."14 According to postmillennialism, the binding of Satan can only mean the complete
defeat of Satan and the introduction of a
period in history in which His activity is
not merely curtailed, but completely terminated.

INTERCLASSICAL C
HELD NOVEM~rRC

CONCLUSION
These brief comments about the features and purported biblical basis for
postmillennialism, though inadequate
in many respects, will have to suffice for
our swrunary at this point. Since a fur
therelaboration upon them would likely
take us into a broader discussion and
evaluation of this and other millennial
views, I will conclude my discussion at
this point.
However, the main lines of post
millennialism should be clear. Post
millennialism teaches that the millen
nium will occur before the return of
Christ, at that pOint in history when
the cause of Christ and the gospel will
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the earth.a
For
a great
of time,inwhether
literal period of a thousand years or an
indefinite period of many centuries,
there will be a period of unparalleled
righteousness, peace and prosperi ty
upon the earth. Warfare between and
among the nations will cease. The na
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of the awareness of Christ's lordship.
Governments will govern and maintain 5
justice in accord with the standards of
6
the Word of God in Scripture.
Though it has become more common
among contemporary defenders of this
postmillennialist poSition to maintain
that the millennium roughly coincides
with the entire Christian era, at leas t the
period subsequent to the destruction of
Jerusalem in 70 A.D., the historic
"chiliasm" of the postmillennialist vision
regards the millennium to be a future 7
period in which these glorious circumstances will be realized.
8

FOOTNOTES
vol. 1 (Nutley, NJ: Presbyterian and Reformed, 1970), p.349.
2 Tht PauliM EsdtlItology (Princeton. NJ: Published
by the authol, 1930), pp. 230ff.
3 Perhaps an analogy might help explain this terminological difficulty. Prior to the civil war between North and South in the nineteeth century,
there were already existing differences between the
two sides of this brewing ronflict. However, until
the civil war broke out, all citizens of the United
States were MAmericans~
first and foremost.Only
after the war broke out did the tenns ~ northemet'"
and M
southemer" rome to have the sharpened
meaning 01 ~ Ant.agois~
Similarly, before the terminology of a_mitlennialismMwas roined to disStluted 5horkr Writings,
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tinguish one form of post
millennialism from another. all representatives of
the view that Christ's coming would follow the
millennium were known as postmillennialists.
Only recently has the difference between these two
Idnds of postmillennialists become a mailer of
cleardistinction,.eveninthetermsusedtodescnbe
these views.
E.g.: Kenneth L. Gentry, Jr., Ht $hall HIWt Dominion (Tyler, TX: Institute for Christian Economics,
1992), pp. 7791.
John Jefferson Davis, Dlrist's Victorious Kingdom
(Grand Rapids, MI: Baker, 1986), pp. 16022.
This D«laralion includes the statement: we expect that in the lalter days, Antichrist being destroyed, the Jews called, and the adversaries of the
kingdom 01 His dear Son broken, the Churches of
Christ being enlarged and edified through a free
and plentiful rorrununication of light and grace
shall enjoy in this world a more quiet. peaceable,
and glorious condition than they have enjoyd~
(Chap. 26.5; quoted from Philip Schaff, Tht Creeds
of Christendom, vol. 3 [Grand Rapids, MI: Baker
Book House reprint. 19851. p. 723).
Robert G. Couse, ed., The Mtllning of tJrc Milknnium: Four \Iitws (Downer'sGroW!, Il.: In!(orvarsity,
N •••

1977), p. 117.

Many reoonstructionist postmillennialists, for
example, seem to view the millennium as rovering either the entire interadvental period (between
Christ's first and second romings) or at least the
period since the destruction of the temple in
Jerusalem in 7OA.D. Theolder, more historic fann.
of po6tmillennialism was more explicitly chiliast
in its expectation of afuture period ill history iJtir.h
would be tJrc period of tJrc mil~.nju
of Revdlltion
20. Ci.Gentry,He Shall HIlVt Dominiun, p. 71, where

he speaks of ~a time in earth history (continuous
with the present) in which the very gospel already
operative in the world will have won the victory
throughout the earth in fulfillment of the Great
Commis.sion.

H

9 Sometimes postmillennialisb will indude John
Murray among their number, in part because
Murray In his commentary on the epistle to the
Romans holds the view that HalllstaelH in chapter
11 refers to the Jews corporately being converted
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at some future time before
the return of Christ. However, some of my readers may remember that I tooka similar position in
my articles on the signs of the times, though J do
not consider myself to be a postmillerulialist. Cf.
Gentry, He 5hG1I Hsror Dominion, p. 36.

Sometimes it is argued that the Westminskr Confa5ion of Faith is post·millennialist.. because in the
Wtst min ster Lllrger Cattchism, Q&A 91 the
Christian's prayer, HThy kingdom come, is said
to refer, among other things, to the calling of the
Jews. Though many of the authors of the
Westminster Gmfrssion and Ol/tchisms were postmiliennialisiS, this answer is an insufficient basis
lor concluding that these confessions are post·
millennialisl.
11 Loraine Boettner does th is, to some extent. in his
contribution to the volume ThtMetmingoftheMiIlennium (pp. 125ff.).
12 J. Marcellus Kik, in his An E~toIgy
of Victory
(Phillipsburg. NJ:Presbyterian&: Reformed, 1971).
pp. 3040, 59173, argues that the discourse in
Matthew 24:135 refers to the events related to the
destruction of the temple in Jerusalem in 70 A.D.,
and that only in verse 36 and following do we find
a reference to the second coming of Christ at the
end of the present age.
13 Davis, Q"isf's Vichniou$ Kingdom, p. 93.
14 Davis, Christ's Victorious KingdiJm, p. 94.
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Battle to Destroy Truth by Claris Van Kuiken. Ed. Edwin P.
Elliott. (Reformation Educational Foundation, Manassas, VA).
ISBN 1-888578-01-7, $15.95, 340pp. Reviewed by Laurie
Vanden Heuvel.
While the women in church office debate was raging in the
Christian Reformed denomination, another battle was being
waged in the Orland Park CRC, Classis Chicago South of the
CRC, and the synod of the CRC This struggle centered on
the supposedly Christian writings of Madeleine L'Engle
whose books can be found on the shelves of many orthodox
churches and Christian schools.
Through a reading list brought home by her daughter Lori
from the Christian school author, Claris Van Kuiken began
reading some non-fiction writings of Madeleine L'Engle which
launched Cla ris into a world of research, response and rebuff, causing her and her family to leave the church and denomination they had loved. Even though she had proved
beyond a doubt that L'Engle denies 1) the substitutionary
atonement of Jesus Christ, 2) that Jesus' incarnation is quali-

tatively unique (uniquely "God with us," Irrunanuel), 3) that
there will be a final separation between God and some persons as proclaimed in II Thess. 1:9, and 4) that the Bible possesses a unique authority as the final arbiter in all matters of
faith and practice, Claris Van Kuiken discovered an Wlbelievable obstacle course of ecclesiastical justice. She and her supporters were, at times, the objects of ecclesiastical sabotage as
well.
This book is a well-documented and powerful presentation
of the New Age heresies of author Madeleine L'Engle which
Ms. L'Engle clearly expresses in her non-fiction and cleverly
shrouds in "sheep's clothing" in her fiction.
Although the live characters and real events of the story
are local in nature, the lessons to be learned are universal.
The "wiles" of Satan found in New Age ideas are being carefully camouflaged today, and they are being marketed through
many churches and Christian schools (in some cases unknowingly). For that reason this book is MUST reading for every
believer, yOWlg people, pastors, church leaders, and Christian and public scrh;,;o:;;o;:.I.:;;;;;
tea c;:,:;;
he.:;::;_
rs. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..L.,

L'ENGLE HAILED AT CALVIN COLLEGE CONFERENCE

Available through:
Educational Research Group, Inc.
P.O. Box 1213
S&H:
Tinley Park, IL 60477
$2.75 book rate
Phone:
429-6027 $3.75 first dass

The following paragraphs are excerpted from Footnotes', a paper produced this summer by the English Department of Calvin College.
On April 11-13, a star-studded lineup of Christian writers graced the Calvin College campus, attracting nearly 1000 registered participants for Conference '96: Festival of Faith and Writing. Featuring more than 16 nationally-renowned speakers,
23 presenters of academic papers, and a host of publishers' representatives, Conference '96 created an unusual space in
which to bring together leading Christian writers, publishers, teachers, and a ppreciative readers to explore the confluence of
writing and faith. Participants this year included keynote speakers Madeleine L'Engle, Donald Hall, Lee Smith, and Annie
Dillard and a host of other acclaimed writers such as Rudy Wiebe, Dan Wakefield, Hugh Cook, Christopher De Vinck,
Virginia Stem Owens, James Schaap, Luci Shaw, Robert Siegel, John H. TImmerman, Daniel Taylor, and Cornelius Plantinga
Jr.
The keynote sessions tantalized sold-out audiences in the Fine Arts Auditorium with a variety of reflections and emotions.
Madeleine L'Engle entertained an enthusiastic crowd with a spirited accoWlt of her persistence as a writer. She reflected on
the perennial human questions she has raised in her writing, the ones that never are adequately answered. She spoke candidly about her struggles, including the nearly ten-year period in which she could not get a manuscript published, the
illness and death of her husband (Hugh Franklin), and the theological objections of many Christians to her fantasy novels.
Permeating her talk was her unabashed confession of faith in God and a willingness to leave those unanswerable questions
in His care.

Editors' note: Read Claris Van Kuiken's book; better yet, read Claris' book AND the non-fiction writings ofMadeleine L'Engle, and judge
yourself if Madeleine L'Engle qualifies as a Christian writer.
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